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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Septen,ber 1996 the City of Philadelphia entered into a Settlement Agreement 

with the Nation: I Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the American 

Civil Liberties 1 nion, and the Police-Barrio Relations Project, in response to litigation 

initiated by these. groups arising from the investigation of and prosecutions for corruption 

and misconduct !n the 39th Police District. The Agreement sets forth a comprehensive 

plan for reform i:1 the Philadelphia Police Department. The goal of the Agreement is to 

minimize and de ::er police corruption and misconduct to the greatest extent possible. and 

thereby enhance ;)ublic confidence in the Philadelphia Police Department. 

To asSiS1 in meeting this goal, the Agreement called for the creation of a 

pennanent Inte~ 7ity and Accountability Office (IAO) to analyze and critique 

accountability ar d corruption control policies, to identify systemic deficiencies that give 

rise to or permit corruption and misconduct within the Police Department, and to make 

recommendation 'j for change. The lAO is responsible for monitoring and auditing 

departmental pollcies, practices, and operations as they relate to the detection and control 

of misconduct 0::' corruption in the Department. In order to effectuate the broad duties of 

the Office, the L\O has access to virtually all Department records and persoIUlel. 

The part es to the Settlement Agreement intended that the IAO would work 

cooperatively wi th the Police Commissioner and other City departments. The lAO is also 

currently answe 'able to United States District Court Judge Stewart Dalzell, who has 

jurisdiction DVe] the City's compliance with the tenns of the Agreement. However, by 
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virtue of our essential function to monitor and audit Police Department policies, practices 

and operations, tl !,e lAO must exercise independent judgment in reporting findings and 

making recomme:! Ldations. This independence also means that our analyses, critiques and 

recommendations are solely our own. Our report should not be read as expressing the 

policies or positic os of the government of the City of Philadelphia, or the opinions, views 

or beliefs of the ~ layor, the Police Commissioner, the City Solicitor, or any other official 

of the City of Phi adelphia. 

In this reJ ort we undertake an assessment of both the nature and scope of the use 

offorce* by men:lbers of the Philadelphia Police Department in the performance of their 

duties, and the III ,~thods by which the Department documents, investigates, analyzes, and 

responds to use c f force incidents. The interrelationship of these various components is 

of critical impo :tance. Without reliable and effective tracking, investigating and 

analytical system 3, the Department cannot assess whe~ why and how police officers use 

force in perforrni 19 their duties, identify potential problems, or develop solutions to those 

problems. 

The Phill !.delphia Police Department has made important progress in limiting 

serious abuse of orce by officers. Indeed, one of our central fmdings in this study is that 

the majority of f( rce incidents by Philadelphia police officers involve low level force 

* Due t,) the complexities in analysis of fireanns use, and the investigations into 
weapons dis ::harges, use of firearms by Philadelphia police will be the subject of a 
separate repr'lrt. 
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resulting in mine r or no injury. This informs our recommendation that the Department 

needs to imprm e its ability to track, investigate and analyze lower level of force 

incidents. 

In cond"l! cting our research and formulating our reconunendations, we are 

committed to ac ing in the best interests of the Police Department. When we express 

criticisms, or rna ice suggestions, as we do in this Report, our only intention is to help the 

Police Departml :nt in its continued progressive efforts, and to help create a better 

Department for t le people of this City. 
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II. STUDY ME· .. ·HODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS 

The findi:' IgS and recommendations contained in this report are based upon our 

review and analy..is of the following: 

• Relev mt provisions of the Settlement Agreement (Exhibit A); 

• Curre: It Police Department Directives regarding use of force (Exhibit B); 

• All U~ e of force incidents, with the exception of use of fireanns, reported to 

the I,epartment's Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) for the time periods of 

Janua y - June 1996, January - June 1997, and January - June and September 

and 1\. ovember 1998, together with the follow-up IAB investigations. 

• Dett iled review of all lAB investigations that were initiated in 1997 and 

campi.eted as of June 1, 1998 where excessive use of force or physical abuse 

is alk:ged, together with our ongoing review of all IAB investigations since 

the fc rmation of this Office in January 1997; 

• Disci )Iine imposed upon officers against whom allegations of excessive use 

of [OJ ce or physical abuse were sustained by IAB for a four year period from 

1995 to 1998; 

• All ([viI rights lawsuits and claims settled by the City in 1997 and 1998 

alleg: ng improper use of force; 

• Depa.rtmental use of force databases; 

• Recr; Lit and in-service training programs addressing use of force; and 
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• Intervi '~s with various ranked Police Department personnel on use of force 

Issues, 

This stud~, proved to be problematic for several reasons. First, smce the 

appointment of ];'olice Commissioner John Timoney in March 1998, the Philadelphia 

Police Departme It has been in the midst of significant reform. We have found the 

current Police D ,:partment Administration receptive to recommendations presented by 

this Office durin,; the course of this study. Policies, practices and procedures that we 

examined during the initial stages of this study have undergone changes, many of which 

we regard as pm:ltive and necessary. In fact, since our issuance of this Report in draft 

form to the Polic,~ Commissioner for his review, several refonn initiatives related to our 

findings and rec munendations have been undertaken which we will describe in this 

Report. These c langes, however, have impacted on operations and necessitated repeated 

follow-up review:. to insure accuracy in our reporting. 

Second, pI lor to 1997, the Department's use of force notification and investigating 

policies and prac tices were ad hoc and inconsistent; even now they continue to be in a 

state of evoluti{ n. Departmental efforts to standardize, centralize and monitor the 

accuracy and quality of the information maintained in the Department's use of force 

databases were ~,:ignificantly improved as recently as January 1999. It is therefore our 

opinion that the !.ecords, databases, and other sources of information generated prior to 

1997 cannot be ], egarded as comprehensive or completely reliable. \Vhile these records 

provide some Uf eful insight into recent use of force trends in the Philadelphia Police 
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Department, and of necessity must serve as a baseline from which to evaluate and 

analyze future t se of force patterns in the Philadelphia Police Department, their 

deficiencies mus I; be factored into any historical evaluation of use of force in the 

Department. For these reasons, this report will focus on the effectiveness and integrity of 

the Departrnent'~ policies and practices as they relate to the collection and quality of use 

of force data, inv :~stigations into force incidents, Departmental responses to inappropriate 

uses of force, am training issues. 

Even ifbe Department's use of force records were reliable and comprehensive, it 

remams OUI" cal viction that police departments cannot be successfully audited and 

analyzed by me hods that rely solely on review of records~ policies, and databases. 

Written departm·mtal policies are not always reflective of the reality of police practices. 

To fully unders·: and where, why, and to what extent police practices and operations 

diverge from the official policies and procedures, it is essential to learn from the men and 

women who dai.ly live the reality of policing. Thus, our extensive and confidential 

interviews of pi ,Ilice personnel with considerable patrol, supervisory and managerial 

experience are a 1 integral component of this study. We recognize that each interviewee 

presented his or her own unique experiences and personal viewpoints on use of force; 

however, similru recollections, outlooks, and opinions repeatedly emerged.. These shared 

experiences anc attitudes reflect ~organizational values which must be recognized, 

understood and "ddressed if meaningful reform is to be possible. 

The mos·' difficult aspect of this study is the inherently complex nature of 

retrospective an llysis of use of force incidents. While a small number of incidents we 
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reviewed involve:1 excessive and inappropriate uses of force, and many others were 

clearly justified a'ld reasonable, the numerous and varied files, records and investigations 

we studied ref Ie. :t that the vast majority of force incidents fall between these two 

extremes. Thes,,~ types of force incidents are also the most difficult to evaluate. 

Situations in whil 'h force is used are typically chaotic and factually unique. There are no 

set formulas or matrixes that can be applied to simplistically determine whether or not an 

officer's use of f( rce was necessary, reasonable or appropriate. A complex "totality of the 

circumstances" a 1alysis must be applied, which includes assessment of the subjective 

perception of thj' officer at the time force was used, and the reasonableness of that 

perception. 

We believ: that these factors limit the ability of this Office, or indeed of any 

civilian monitor (:r reviewer, to accurately evaluate all use of force incidents to detennine 

whether or not tl ey were within Departmental guidelines. That should be the duty and 

role of the Derartment itself, and the purpose of the Department's use of force 

notification and investigation policies. However, the historical failure of police 

departments to critically examine how force is used has lead to the creation of layers of 

civilian review <i.11d oversight. Police leaders who fail to recognize the importance of 

monitoring, anal:, 'zing, and, where possible, reducing the use of force will be subject to 

external moniton imposed by political will or by court order. While recognizing inherent 

weaknesses in 0 IT effort, our intent in this study is to assess the effectiveness of the 

Department's e:'::isting systems and practices related to use of force tracking, 

investigating~ inf )rmation analysis, training and discipline; to make recommendations to 
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improve the weal :nesses that we identified in these systems; and to articulate the rationale 

for the need for c .)ntinued improvement in these areas. 
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PART ONE: M,SESSMENT OF THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF USE OF 
FORCE IN THE PHILADELPHIA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

III. OVERV lEW 

Use of fa :"ce by police is an emotionally charged and often misunderstood issue. 

Law enforcemem personnel are the only non-military professionals extensively trained 

and authorized t( use levels of force that range from a finn grip to a fatal shooting. On a 

daily basis, polit e officers confront individuals who are intoxicated, drugged, mentally 

deranged, or whJ refuse, for whatever reason, to peacefully acquiesce to an inquiry, 

investigation, inl':rrogation or arrest. The use of force then is an inherent and essential 

aspect of a policl.: officer's job to control violent and dangerous individuals and to protect 

the pUblic. Poli ,;e officers also work in an environment that they often perceive to be 

hostile and dang ,:rOU5. These perceptions are heightened by the pervasiveness of deadly 

automatic weapc: ns on our streets. 

Conversf. Iy, while recognizing the need for police use of force, many citizens are 

understandably, .mbivalent about, or fearful and mistrustful of, this power and authority. 

There can be n:) question that these concerns are influenced by past history, and by 

perception ofth. t history. Some police officers, and some police officials~ do not always 

appear to appre\ :iate that a single incident of abuse can have a devastating impact not 

only on the in lividual against whom force was used, but also upon the public's 

perception ofthl' police. 
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Keeping t lese considerations in mind, and within the limitations of this study, we 

can confidently ,state that the nature and degree of force used by officers of the 

Philadelphia Poli .;e Department has dramatically decreased over the past three decades. 

Sworn pt rsonnel we interviewed who were on the force in the 1970s recall this 

era as the "wild west", "open season" and a «free for all". These perceptions were 

mirrored in a Jus,;:ice Department investigation, and in other studies and rep-orts from that 

era. During till ,; time the existing Departmental policy on use of deadly force was 

rescinded. Offic al controls and policies on the use baton, blackjacks, mace or other 

instruments of D: Irce did not exist. Police shootings were not always reported. Firing 

warning shots, (r shooting at fleeing suspects during pursuits, occurred with alarming 

frequency. Offi,~ers recalled the use of plant guns and other weapons as an accepted, 

albeit unofficial practice. Assaults on handcuffed suspects by officers occurred with 

disturbing frequency. Several hundred police canines were trained to bite first and bark 

second, resultin~' in one of the most feared canine units in the nation.** 

**The n,toriolls reputation and conduct of the Police Department's canine unit 
resulted ,n the removal of police canines from patrol functions. Today, there are 
approximately thirty police canines on the force that are primarily utilized to 
assist in the detection of illegal drugs, explosives, missing persons and cadavers. 
Canine tl:aining techniques and philosophies have evolved to permit canines to 
attack in defensive situations only. These factors have all but eliminated incidents 
of caninl ~ bites; only one canine bite has been reported in the Department in the 
last seve <11 years. 
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The police culture at that time was completely intolerant of internal reporting of 

excessive force. Breaching the "wall of silence" was viewed as a potentially dangerous 

course of action for the officer who depended on other officers for assistance and 

protection. Duril,g this era, the Department's Homicide Unit, as opposed to the Internal 

Affairs Bureau, \ ras responsible for investigating police shootings, calling into question 

the objectivity oj the investigations. The lack of -records- and official guidelines on the 

reporting and im '~stigating of force precluded objective external review of Departmental 

investigations int') use of force. Officers who used excessive force were invariably found 

to have acted wit :lin departmental guidelines, despite the absence of written policies, and 

were rarely disci Dlined, fired or arrested despite the use of force which was gratuitous, 

brutal, illegal or 'atal, 

It was no until 1980, when Police Commissioner Morton Solomon instituted and 

vigorously enfOi ,:ed a policy on the use of deadly force, that the Philadelphia Police 

Department's re:,'lUtation for brutality began to abate. Since then, the Department has 

made significant progress in the training of its officers in the proper use of force, and in 

reporting, tracki 19 and investigating use of force incidents. Administrative policies, 

guidelines, and c :mtrols on the use of force have been implemented and strengthened. A 

use of force dat~(Jase has been developed that enables the Department to monitor the use 

of force by offic ~rs and districts and to detect emerging problems and patterns. Officers 

found to have u~,ed inappropriate and excessive force are now subject to discipline, and 
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the "wall of sill nee" has eroded to at least some extent. These various factors have 

resulted in what ( ne commander dubbed a "kinder and gentler" Department. 

While irn ,Jrovement has been significant, most of these Departmental reform 

efforts were not lnternally initiated, but were the reactive responses to external forces 

such as a drama'ie increase in civil rights litigation and heightened media and citizen 

scrutiny. These :actors have led to increased external/civilian oversight and monitoring 

of Departmental ,'perations and a more open, responsive civilian complaint process. 

This exte ;nal imposition of use of force refonn efforts on the Department has 

significant implil 'ations. Some commanders and supervisors we interviewed regard these 

administrative c mtrols and external oversight as a necessary curb on abusive and 

excessive behav:· JL Others, however, regard these controls with resentment, cynicism 

and suspicion, .fiewing them as burdensome and unnecessary chores imposed by 

meddlesome lav. yers and community activists. Some stated that these controls are 

unduly restrictiv :, and have resulted in a less productive and proactive force as officers 

are increasingly unwilling to "get involved" for fear of being subjected. to a complaint 

that could result in imposition of discipline, or being sued fOT monetary damages, with 

resultant damag1. to their careers. Others felt these restrictions have decreased officer 

safety and result .~d in more defensive, less effective, policing. A number of supervisors 

and conunanden: we interviewed drd not seem to understand the goal or purpose of the 

use of force repc rting and investigation policies and procedures, viewing the process as a 

waste of time. T.rroughout the Department, there does not appear to be a uniform or clear 

understanding OJ' the goal of the use of force notification and investigation requirements. 
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These OIl ;anizational attitudes, values, and expectations, especially at the 

supervisory and nanagerial levels, contribute to the wealmesses III the Department's 

current use of fOJ: ce monitoring systems described in this Report. Unless and until the 

participants of tLese systems understand the benefits of a policy. unless they have 

"bought into the process," the possibility of further progress is compromised, and any 

additional policie ; regarded as externally imposed risk being ineffectual. 
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IV. SUMMA RY OF DATA 

A. InCor nation Sources 

To ascert lin more precisely the nature and scope of force currently being used by 

the Philadelphi:: police, we examined four different, yet overlapping, information 

sources. 

The Dep<'rtment's use of force tracking system starts with the reporting. VIa 

teletype to the Ir lemal Affairs Bureau (IAB), of a broad range of police actions involving 

use of force. W: tile there are flaws in the infonnation collected on these teletypes, which 

will be analyze(: in greater detail in Part Two of this Report, these reports are still a 

significant soure = of information about use of force. 

The inithl tracking infonnation from the teletype reports is then collected onto a 

computerized us'~ of force database that contains a range of information regarding use of 

force incidents i'l a format that permits multi-variable queries. Despite the deficiencies in 

the data collee ed, this database does pennit some level of analysis by allowing 

identification 0',' use of force tracking information by a broad range of categories, 

including race, ~ender, age and identification of officer(s) and suspect(s) involved, the 

type of force us{ d, the date, time, location and district of occurrence. 

At lAB s request, use of force teletypes may be supplemented with follow-up 

information frOI 1 the officer's unit or district to permit lAB to determine whether further 

investigation is warranted. In certain prescribed cases, lAB will then conduct its own, 
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more intensive i. Lvestigation, called a "full" or "internal" investigation, into the force 

incident. Additi mally, citizens can and do file civilian complaints against police (CAPs) 

alleging impropl r use of force. Because of the quality and thoroughness of the lAB 

internal and CA) investigations, these cases provide important infonnation about how 

and under what .:ircumstances Philadelphia police use force in the perfonnance of their 

duties. 

Finally, ci ::izens can and do file lawsuits against the City alleging excessive use of 

force and viola'ions of civil rights. Review of cases where the City has settled the 

lawsuit, or a jl'ry has returned a verdict of liability, provides a further source of 

infonnation abollt use of force patterns and issues in the Department. 

B. Rev.' ew of Data 

1 Internal Investigations 

In addithn to our ongoing review of all lAB investigations, for this study we 

conducted a de ailed examination of all internal investigations of use of force incidents 

filed in 1997 tr'at were completed by June 1, 1998. A statistical breakdown of these 

investigations is attached as Exhibit C. 

In this til 'Je frame lAB completed twenty-five internal investigations into use of 

force incidents, involving twenty-seven subjects. More than one half of the cases 

(thirteen of twe: tty-five) involved the use of a baton or blackjack, and the overwhelming 

majority of tho;e (eleven of thirteen) were strikes to the head. Departmental policy 
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prohibits intentio: lal striking of the head unless use of deadly force is justified; in each of 

these cases, the G fficer claimed that the blow was accidental. In addition, there was one 

case of a blow tc the head with a radio, and one of a blow to the head with a fireann. 

Thus, thirteen of the twenty-five cases investigated were of blows to the head; nine of 

those head strike ':; caused laceration, five of which required sutures. Since current IAB 

policy requires internal investigation into most head strikes, but seldom orders 

investigations inl,J incidents of low level force not resulting in injury, the proportion of 

head strike incidl ,nts to other types of force incidents is not as dramatic as it may appear 

from these inves1 igations. 

Of the rellaining cases, one was of a victim who suffered permanent quadriplegia 

while riding in t Ie back of an Emergency Patrol Wagon, and the one death in custody 

case was due to a self-administered drug overdose. Excluding one nose fracture, the 

remaining cases nvolved allegations aflow-Ievel force (e.g., pushing, shoving, punching, 

slapping), which resulted in only minor abrasions or bruises. In nine of the cases, IAB 

concluded that t le involved officers violated Departmental policies on use of force. In 

seven cases, lAJ'l recommended retraining even though the actions of the officer were 

found to be witl:- in Departmental guidelines. In five cases, IAB found a violation of the 

Police Departme :1t'S record-keeping and reporting requirements. 

2. Civilian Complaints Against Police (CAPs) 

In this same time frame, lAB completed one hundred and sixty-seven 

investigations :involving 172 complainants) into civilian complaints (CAPs) alleging 
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improper use (f force. Because significant use of force incidents should trigger 

proactive, intel~' lal investigations, CAP investigations should generally involve fewer 

sustained claim: , and lower levels of force. With one exception, that is what we found. 

The citize'l complaints We reviewed overwhelmingly involved low levels of force, 

causing either r 0 or minor injuries. In seventy-six cases either no injury was alleged, 

or the allegatioll of injury was not proven. Twenty-one cases alleged improper use of a 

baton or blackj lck (in eleven of these cases, sutures were required), one complainant 

suffered a fract Ired jaw, one a fractured tooth, and one a nose fracture. The nature of 

the remaining i' Ijuries are set forth in Exhibit D. 

In seven een of the cases, lAB concluded that the officer used Improper or 

excessive force, Thirty-nine complainants failed or refused to cooperate with the lAB 

investigation, . hree withdrew or recanted the complaint, and lAB could not locate three 

complainants. 

In fifteer cases, lAB investigators found reporting or record keeping violations, 

including failure to report use of force to IAB and poor district force investigations. In 

one very troubli 19 case a serious abuse of force was not reported, and would not have 

been properly in lestigated by lAB had the victim not filed a complaint. 

3. Litigation Data 

We anal:!zed all cases in which the City incurred financial liability between 1994 

and 1998, whetl er by verdict or settlement of a suit or pre-suit claim, due to use of force 

by a police off cer. For the period 1994 to 1996, we relied upon computerized case 
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management infe rmation from the City's Law Department. We conducted a more 

detailed review (f all settlement recommendations prepared by the Law Department, 

which set out the ;:acts of the case and the reasons for settlement, for all cases in 1997 and 

1998 in which 111e use of force claim was the exclusive or primary basis for the 

settlement. A det ,riled breakdown of the infonnation gained from this review is presented 

in Exhibit E. 

Litigation, lata must be interpreted with caution. Whether a lawsuit is settled does 

not necessarily rr ean that the police action was improper, and various factors impact on 

the decision to ~ ettle a case, including the cost of trial and trial preparation, and in 

particular the em t implications of federal law which allows recovery of attorney fees if 

the plaintiff pre' 'ails. In addition, the settlements analyzed for this study addressed 

conduct that acc .lrred hvo or more years earlier, and do not reflect recent changes in 

Departmental po icies and procedures, such as discontinuance of the use of blackjacks 

and revised prot )cols for baton use, which should have a positive impact on future 

settlement expen iitures. In our society, litigation costs are unavoidable. It would be 

impossible as a ~ fractical matter to completely eliminate settlement or verdict costs; the 

point is to analY2';: information to try to minimize those costs. 

From 19'14 through 1998, settlement and verdict costs m use of force cases 

against the Polic : Department total '$19,648,711. The number of cases settled, total cost 

and average COS! appear basically consistent year-to-year, although the figures for 1995 

reflect an atypic II increase in the number of settlements, including one of $2.2 million. 

The average co: ,t per case is distorted by those infrequent but catastrophic incidents 
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where the nature of the injuries warrant payment of a significant settlement even in the 

face of question: ble liability. By contrast, tbe figures for ranges of payments show that 

tbe overwhelmin; majority of cases are settled for $50,000 or less; both state and federal 

court procedures would classify cases of such value as minor. 

Analysis ::>f the type of force used, the circumstances in which it was used, and 

the nature of ir juries sustained in these lawsuits and settlements indicate that most 

injuries sustainel l by the claimants were minor, and occurred incident to a struggle while 

being taken into :ustody. We see no pattern of systemic or serious abuse of force in these 

litigation record~ . 

4. Use ( f Force Teletype Notifications 

Our revi:w of close to seven hundred teletype force notifications sent to lAB 

reveal that the' 'ast majority of force incidents between officers and citizens occurred 

incident to an LITest, and typically involved physical confrontations which included 

pushing, shovin .~, grabbing, punching and tackling. In many of these incidents, the 

suspects sustain :d what appeared to be relatively minor injuries, including cuts, abrasions 

and bruises, will .:h required minor medical treatment. 

We are r lindful of the deficiencies in the information contained in these teletypes. 

However, the il·tegrity of lAB's investigation processes, and the accessibility both the 

legal and civili~, n police complaint systems, provide necessary and important outlets for 

citizens who aU empt to seek redress for serious incidents of force which, for whatever 

reason, are not 1 eported to the Department by the involved officers and their supervisors. 
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These redundant systems of checks and balances provide some assurances that such 

occurrences are Il )t commonplace. 

C. Observations 

Analyzi 19 these various infonnation sources as a whole, the following picture of 

the nature and sc )pe of force being used by the Philadelphia police emerges. 

First, use of force by the Philadelphia police is not widespread or pervasive. In 

1998, police rad ,0 traffic records reflect nearly 2,045,000 contacts between police and 

citizens. These 2 045,000 contacts include 75,569 arrests, 296,040 vehicle investigations, 

158,437 pedestri ill investigations, and 1,980 executed search warrants. This figure does 

not include the undocumented, incidental contacts not resulting in reportable police 

action that cccu· every day. In that same year, the Department received roughly 662 

teletype reports of use of force by police officers. Even assuming a degree of 

underreporting, 1 his baseline data reasonably pennits the conclusion that the police use of 

force incidents, ;ompared to the number of total citizen/police contacts, is low. These 

statistics are ref ective of a force that is able to perform its duties in a relatively n~-

intrusive and no:· L-violent manner. 

Second, he great majority of force incidents involved low levels force which did 

not cause penn. nent or serious injuries. ~ e did not find any pa~em of systemic and 

serious physical abuse which resulted in serious injurieT] 

This is lOt to minimize the critical problems caused by excessive and improper 

use of force, TIC matter how infrequently it may occur, nor how minor the force level. 
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The costs and v Jue of time spent by personnel in the Police and Law Departments in 

investigating cla ms of excessive force, including those cases where the city prevails, of 

litigation expens :s, and of injuries sustained by police are considerable. Use of low level 

force by police, if viewed as persistent and unnecessary, strains citizen/police relations 

and threatens to deplete any cultivated reservoir of goodwill and trust which should be 

created by the (; [forts of the police to improve the quality of life for all citizens in all 

communities. Finally, low level force that is not consistently, effectively and 

aggressively mo litored, investigated, analyzed and addressed can lead to complacency on 

the part of pc lice supervisors and negatively impact an officer's perception of 

Department's v,' lues and expectations as it relates to force. When this occurs, the risk of 

escalating incid( nts of improper and excessive use of force increases. 
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PART TWO: TRACKING USE OF FORCE IN THE PHILADELPIDA 
PIJLlCE DEPARTMENT 

V. USE OF FORCE STANDARDS 

The follc wing directives, and their original effective dates, govern the use of 

specified types .)f force for the Philadelphia Police Department. They have been 

modified, and ge .1erally strengthened, over the years. The current directives are attached 

as Exhibit B. 

• Directive 10 - Deadly ForceIFirearms, effective 10/24/80, and Commissioner's 
Memorandum 98-4; 

• Directive 22 - Batons, effective 11121/86; 

• Directive 43 - Oleoresin Capsicum Spray (Oe or "pepper spray), effective 
11/30/95; 

• Directive 34 - Handcuffs, effective 7116182; 

• Directive 11 Z - Canines; effective 5/11184*** 

On their face, these directives comply with the tenus of the Settlement Agreement 

in that they .lutl orize "only that level of force that is reasonably necessary and which a 

properly and ful:.y trained officer would use for the protection of the officer, suspect, and 

the public in gi\OIl circumstances." (Settlement Agreement Section VII(A)). 

*** Seve',:a1 years ago the reporting and investigation guidelines set forth in this 
Directive for injuries and damage resulting from police canines were informally 
modified This Directive should therefore be revised to accurately reflect the 
current n 'porting, investigation and record keeping requirements as they relate to 
canine in: :idents. 
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The direc :ives explicitly state that authorized weapons are to be used defensively, 

not offensively. These directives require that, circumstances permitting, lower levels of 

force such as ' 'erbal warnings, hands-on techniques, non-lethal control holds, the 

assistance of oth':r officers, and handcuffs should first be utilized before resorting to more 

serious levels of force, and that any force used should be necessary, reasonable, limited 

and monitored. 

As of F ~bruary 2, 1999, Section VII(B) of the Settlement Agreement was 

implemented wr.,::n Directive 22 was modified to prohibit the use ofblack;jaeks either on 

or off duty. Ad iitionally, a modification of Directive 22 as of March 4, 1999 now 

requires that cOl,ies of the joint district/detective investigations into the use of a baton 

when an injury (ccurs are to be automatically sent to lAB for review. Prior to this, IAB 

did not receive, copy of the baton use memorandum unless a specific request for it was 

made. This pre' :luded independent monitoring of district batonlblackjack investigations 

for quality or to .ietennine whether an investigation was ever done. Directive 22 was also 

revised to furth:r restrict the use of the baton by prohibiting the striking of the upper 

shoulder/collarb me area unless the officer would be justified in using deadly force. Prior 

to this modificallon, these areas were acceptable striking areas when deadly force was not 

justified. As pa i of his reform efforts, Commissioner Timoney has also directed that all 

officers be trair ed in the use of OC spray. These important changes in policy should 

reduce the incid :nee of head injuries, with a concomitant reduction in litigation costs. 

In 1998, Commissioner's Memorandum 98-4 revised Directive 10 to emphasize 

the importance If recognizing the «value of all human life," the officer's "primary duty 
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to ... preserve h; lman life," and that "'excessive force will not be tolerated." Language 

was added emph, sizing accountability and obligations to "ensure that the requirements of 

the law and Dep.lliment regulations are complied with" and the impositions of criminal 

sanctions and ci, illiability for failure to take action or comply with Departmental use of 

force policies. (Olnmissioner's Memorandum 98-4 also explicitly recommends, for the 

first time, avoid ng tactics that inhibit a suspects ability to breathe, such as sitting or 

kneeling on a SU! pect's back or chest. 

The exter. t to which these organizational statements and values translate into 

practice is a me re difficult analysis. Policies, however good or well intentioned, are 

meaningless if t\ ley are not consistently enforced over the long tenn, or if they do not 

take into accoun the realities of policing. Whether or not this Department encourages a 

climate and cult rre that expects and values minimal use of force by ensuring strict and 

meaningful com ,liance with these directives will be, directly or indirectly, the focus of 

the remainder of this report. 

, 
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~----~ .. --.. 

VI. USE OF J 'ORCE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A. N otili :alion to lAB 

Philadelp: lia police officers use various types of force including, hut not limited 

to, fireanns, bato:1s (and until recently blackjacks), OC spray, canines, defensive tactics 

such as bent wr st come-along holds, the straight ann bar and bent wrist take-down, 

handcuffs, grips, grabs, punches, pushes, kicks, and tackles. Departmental requirements 

and guidelines r~ garding the reporting of force incidents are dependent upon the type of 

force used and whether or not injuries or death occurred as a result. Notification 

requirements for the use of fireanns are guided by Directive 10, for batons by Directive 

22, and for OC ! pray by Directive 43. Other use of force notifications are governed by 

Commissioner's Memorandum 88-1 effective January 15, 1988 which provides: 

Subject: Notifi'cl 'lion of Internal Affairs Division 

Internal Affairs.J )ivision will be notified when any of the following situations occur: 

A. A pej son is treated at a hospital (whether admitted or not) or dies while in 
police cu ;tody. 
B. A penon is injured, treated at a hospital (whether admitted or not) or dies as 
the resub of actions taken by police. 
C. Whet an officer, on or off duty, discharges any firearm (except test or target 
fire at a ].tistoi range) 
B. /fthe'"e is a possibility that an officer, on or off duty, has committed a 
crime. 

I. It is tJ. e responsibility of the first supervisor on the scene to notify the pertinent 
Captain w above in accordance with the situations as stated. 
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If The £ istriet/Unit Commanding Offieer (must be Captain or higher rank) of if 
applicabL ~ the C.lB. commander must notify the Internal Affairs Division by 
phone as won as possible after receiving appropriate information. 

III. This !rder does not relieve any person from the responsibility of conducting a 
thorough and complete investigation. The decision to enter the investigation will 
be made .'It the discretion of personnel from the Internal Affairs Division. All 
Police L epartment personnel will render the Internal Affairs investigator 
whatever assistance is necessary to complete the investigation. 

IV 0 Jeration Room Supervisor will ensure that pertinent information is 
el tered on the Sending and Receiving Sheet. He/She will also ensure that 
a computer message is sent to Internal Affairs. The above notifications 
w II be made in addition to current procedure as outlines in applicable 
D "rectives_ 

On Septe, nber 18~ 1997, a teletype message was sent to all districts and units 

modifying Coml'1issioner's Memorandum 88-1 with the following pertinent guidelines: 

Subject: Notific Ition of Internal Affairs Division 

Re: Use of For.'e 

Internal Affairs !.vill be notified in all cases involving the use of force by police as stated 
in Memorandum 88-1, where the use of force results in injury or where there is a 
complaint of in}' ,!ty as a result of the use afforce. 

In addin·on, the .. vl!owing information regarding reporting the use offorce will be added 
to the policy sec-ion of the Directives listed below: 

* *Internal A~ Tairs will be notified of any incident involving the use of force by police, 
where an injury or complaint of an injury results from the use of force_ Notification will 
be made via conputer Terminal. 

Insert the infor nation in Paragraph 3** above, into each of the following Directives 
using the next a,'phabeticalletter in the policy section of each Directive. 
Directive 10 -1 :lischarge of firearms by 

police 'Jersonnel 
Directive 22 - l 'se of police Baton and 

Black) lck 
Directive 34 -} ,randcuffs 
Directive 43 - ( ~hemical Mace 
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Directive 43 - A, ~pendix A - ~C/Pepper spray 
Directive 112 - , 7anine Patrol 

Both M ~morandum 88-1 and the ensumg teletype were formalized by 

Commissioner's Memorandum 98-3, which became effective March 17, 1998. 

Memorandum 9 :-3 reiterates established Departmental use of force reporting guidelines 

by requiring tha1 "The Internal Affairs Division will be notified of any incident involving 

the use of force 'y police (as stated in memorandum 88-1) where the use of force results 

in an injury or . vhere there is a complaint of an injury as a result of the use of force. 

Notification wi], also be made any time a person m police custody is treated at a 

hospital." 

These D :partmental policies regarding use of force notification requirements 

represent subst mtial and significant improvements from a time when official 

Departmental n< tification guidelines did not exist. Furthermore, with a few exceptions 

that will be hig ;llighted in this section, these guidelines address the proposals in the 

Settlement Agre :ment regarding the promulgation of use of force reporting requirements. 

Despite these i nprovements, our study revealed certain weaknesses in the current 

notification polil ,ies, practices and procedures. 

1. Quali ty of Use afForce Teletypes 

Pursuant to Departmental policy, the operations room supervisor in the district or 

unit where the force incident, injury, or hospitalization occurred is responsible for 

notifying lAB :If the incident usmg the Department's computerized IAB teletype 

notification fon :1, a blank. copy of which IS attached as Exhibit F. This fonn has 
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undergone sever 11 modifications since 1996, typically increasing the required data fields. 

In the nearly se\i ;!n hundred teletype notifications we reviewed for the twenty month time 

period which inl1uded six months each in 1996 and 1997. and eight months in 1998, the 

following recur ing deficiencies in the substance of the information reported were 

evident: 

• Lack of detail regarding the nature and extent of the subject's injuries. This 

represer ted by far the most persistent omission. A subject's injuries were either 

not indi '~ated or they were routinely uninformative, vague, subjective, and value 

laden. '~xamples of this include the frequent use of such words and phrases as 

"injurie: to face", "head injuries", "stitches to head", "pain", "bruises", "small 

cut", "r linor injury". A "head injury" could refer to a scratch, sutures, a 

concuss on, or a broken skull. The subject and the officer's condition was 

routinel r described as "stable", "good", "fair" or "critical". These are medical 

conclus,ons which police personnel are not qualified to make and are therefore 

meaninl'less. Since descriptions of the subject's injuries were not always 

includel" in the medical detainee checklists, arrest reports, memorandums 

generated by the investigation, or the use afforce databases, we were not always 

able to (:,etermine the precise nature of a subject's injuries. 

• Details ibout the use of force incident were routinely sparse, vague, inaccurate, 

or ince mprehensible. The circumstances leading up to or warranting an 

individl al's arrest, or the arrest charges were not always included. 

• The typ ~ of force used was not always disclosed. 

• The nar les and identities of the involved officers were not always provided. 

• While s;:andards and guidelines regarding "force level" were formally articulated 

for the. irst time in Commissioner's Memorandum 98-3, if and when this section 

of the 1 ~letype was completed, the force levels indicated were dependent upon 

the Opi1 :lon of the person completing the notification form. For example. use of 

OC spl ay was designated from a level two to level four. Use of batons, 
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blackjack:, and other more typical uses of force including tackles and punches 

ranged fT 1m a level one to level five, regardless of the injuries. Prior to the 

issuance )f Memorandum 98-3, our interviews revealed that no standards or 

guideline; for these force levels had been formally established or communicated 

to police lersonnel. 

• The '"acti lUS taken" portion of the teletype was generally not completed, making 

it difficul ': at times to assess whether or not additional investigation or inquiries 

did in fae : occur. 

These fin lings indicate that the Department needs to establish guidelines and 

standards for the luality and type of information required on all use of force notification 

teletypes. It is a1;0 essential that personnel responsible for completing teletypes be fully 

trained in the stal '.dards and guidelines and that they are held accountable for submission 

of inaccurate. inc )mpiete, and misleading use of force notification teletypes. 

This coull be accomplished by redesigning and improving the teletype form and 

creating a requir:d field system which would prevent the submission of a notification 

unless and until each required data field is properly and completely entered onto the 

screen. This WI ,uld require that the notification forms be taken out of a text based 

message form aI d put into a data based message format. These modifications would 

allow for a mor.: efficient flow of use of force information to the various personnel 

responsible for J: :recessing and using this infonnation and could potentially decrease the 

repetitive papen rork and reports generated by these incidents. There are currently 

systems of this ~ 'Pe being used by the Department, such as the Preliminary Arraignment 

System (PARS) 
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Critics of this recommendation suggest that the relatively low number of force 

incidents do not warrant the extensive programming that such a refonn effort would 

entail, and that C~ mputer programming should not and cannot be used to make someone 

do their job. Th ~ extent to which these concerns override the importance of capturing 

timely, camprer ensive and accurate use of force information, or whether less 

complicated mea is of capturing use of force infonnation can be devised, are issues that 

warrant more tho 'ough consideration. 

The defee ts in the use of force teletypes have important consequences. When a 

use of force noti ,]catian teletype is initially received at lAB, and before any additional 

action is taken, (l data processor is responsible for entering the information contained in 

each teletype int, I the use of force database. The inaccurate and incomplete infonnation 

contained on rna Ly teletypes then becomes part of the lAB database, which compromises 

its quality and ; eliability. Consideration should therefore be given to rethinking the 

current use of fo 'ce notification work flow configuration to minimize the risk of entering 

inaccurate, inco, nplete data into the database and to allow for timely and efficient 

amendments of the database when additional pertinent infonnation is obtained, or 

original data fOT [TId to be flawed. Personnel who use the use of force infonnation 

systems should )e networked to accommodate timely amendments and updates to the 

data and to ensUl e that follow-up su~ense dates are met. 

As notee. the current teletype fonn requires reporting of a variety of specific 

police actions, ,nd includes specific check-off entries for baton, blackjack, OC spray, 

firearm discharg ~ by officer, bite by police canine, use of other instrument, and injury as 
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a result of police l'ursuit. However, these categories do not take into account the types of 

force used most frequently by Philadelphia police, which include pushing, shoving, 

punching, kickin!, grabbing, and tackling, The current use of force database does not 

clearly reflect the se force incidents, but rather includes them in the category "other," 

which encompas~ es other types of force as well. We recommend a reasonable and 

limited expansiOl', of the force type categories which would result in a use of force 

database that mo e clearly reflects the reality and particularities of use of force by the 

Philadelphia po1ie e. 

Improvinl the quality and content of the use of force notifications would benefit 

the Department i 1 several ways. Providing IAB commanders with more accurate and 

detailed informat on about a force incident at the outset will decrease the time and effort 

spent conductinE unnecessary and time consuming inquiries, and will assist them in 

making quicker determinations as to the necessity of a full investigation, before 

witnesses, evider ce, and memories are lost. 

Standardi ~ing and monitoring the content and quality of information on use of 

force teletypes VI ill also enable the Department to more reliably and accurately identifY 

emerging use of oree problems, patterns, and trends as well as training and officer safety 

Issues. 

After int, :mal review of a draft of this report by Commissioner Timoney, the 

Department has mdertaken a re-evaluation of the current use of force teletype and is in 

the process of c 'eating a revised prototype that should require and accommodate more 

comprehensive md accurate data. We will continue to monitor the progress of this 
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initiative and wil conduct future audits of the Department's compliance with use of force 

notification Dire~ tives and poliCies. 

B. Notifi ':ation of Use of Baton 

Pursuant ,:0 Directive 22, if a baton is used with no resulting injuries, the involved 

officer(s) are req'lired to notify a supervisor and prepare a Police Incident Report (75-48) 

with District COl :tIol numbers, which are then maintained at the districts for one year. In 

these circumstan,~es, lAD will not be notified of the force incident. We recommend that 

lAD be notified my time a baton is used to strike an individual, not just when injuries are 

sustained. This information should be entered into the use of force database and be 

maintained for 1 )nger than one year. Since lAD notification is automatically required 

whenever OC S )Tay is used, imposing the same notification guidelines on baton use 

would not pose an undue burden on Department personnel, and would further improve 

the integrity oft Ie use of force database. 

c. Low ~evel Force Reporting 

In Sectic n VII(C)(2) of the Settlement Agreement, the Plaintiff's recommend that 

«low level" use of force, «e.g., physical force such as that which is used to overcome 

minor resistanc: where there is no injury and no complaint of pain or injury by the 

suspect, would be subject to a check off type of reporting, but not to a separate 

investigation ur less a supervisory official detennines that an investigation is necessary 

under the circllI lstances." 
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Current u;e of force reporting policies do not address the large number of 

incidents involviI g lower levels of force, including improper use of handcuffs, grabs, 

pushes, or shoves where no injuries are sustained. Per Department policy, any incident 

of this nature is n quired to be recorded on the 75-48 Incident Fonn. Even assuming that 

officers report 51 ch force incidents, unless supervisors methodically and consistently 

review every 75-, ,·8 and/or 75-49 generated under their command, these lower level uses 

of force are not ~ ubject to review or monitoring in any efficient or meaningful manner. 

We were unable to identify a Departmental policy regarding supervisor/commander 

obligations to rev iew use of force notifications and incidents. 'Whether or not this occurs 

is dependent upo 1 the initiative and priorities of the individual commander. In order to 

be effective, use of force incident reviews must be regular and consistent. Sporadic 

reviews may cau ;e officers to feel singled out, and create resentment and mistrust in the 

process. 

Tracking low level uses of force can serve as a useful indicator of developing 

problems in a di ;trict or with an officer, where early detection and intervention may be 

helpfuL Con ;ideration should be given to modifying the propused new 

Complaintllncid. nl Report (75-48) and the Vehicle or Pedestrian Investigation Report 

(75-48A) to incll .de a check off on use of force. 

Critics c f this recommendation suggest that such reporting requirements are 

unduly burdensc me, since every arrest requires physical restraint and therefore involves 

some fonn and: ~vel of physical force. It has also been suggested that the potential for 

improper use a'ld interpretation of such infonnation could be unfairly prejudicial to 
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police officers "ho use force reasonably and appropriately. It is certainly not our 

intention to burdl n or prejudice the men and women who patrol our streets, and we do 

not believe that 0 IT proposals, which are limited in scope, would do so. Our approach is, 

in our view, an f ~(:tension of the important principles of Compstat, which, by requiring 

timely and aceun te reporting of crime information, enhances the Department's ability to 

fight crime. We Ldvocate nothing more than the timely and accurate reporting of use of 

force by police :0 enhance the Department's ability to identifY potential problems, 

minimize abuse" nd enhance the public's confidence in the police. 
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VII. DEPART '.{ENTAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO USE OF FORCE 

A. Iotern II Affairs Bureau Review and Investigation 

When a u e of force notification teletype is received at IAB, it is reviewed by 

assigned lAB pel sonnel, and in certain defined circumstances will trigger a full lAB 

investigation. In' he alternative, the reviewer may detennine that no further investigation 

is warranted, rna) monitor an investigation being conducted in a detective division, or 

may order a "thre :hold" investigation, which is supposed to involve review of additional 

records and repOl ts generated as a result of the force incident, including Directive 22 

Memorandums, ()C Spray reports, the 75-48'5 and 75-49'5, and other relevant records. 

After review of tt ~se additional records, the use of force incident is either "approved" or 

a full investigatiol , may be ordered. 

Pursuant t) guidelines established in 1997 by the current Deputy Commissioner 

of the Internal Ai airs Bureau, John Norris, who was at that time the Inspector in charge 

of the Internal A fairs Unit, IAB will conduct a full investigation into a use of force 

incident under the following circumstances: 

1. A citizi n files a Complaint Against Police (CAP) alleging excessive force. 

2. If after review of the use of force incident notification teletypes one or more of 

the follow ng is indicated: 

a. 'serious bodily injury" as defined by the Pennsylvania Crimes 

Code. 18 Pa.C.S.2301; 

b. ~ 'he officer(s) struck the person in the head area and the circumstances 

~ {ould suggest that the officer(s) could have avoided that area; 
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c. [he officer's record. including IAB and prior use of force incidents, 

ndicates numerous physical abuse complaints or multiple baton, 

llackjack, firearm, DC uses or where "other factors" exist. 

d. Nhenever an lAB commanding officer has reason to believe that an 

nvestigation is warranted after review of the Directive 22 

nemorandum, or other circumstances; 

e. rhere is an obvious violation of departmental policy, unless 

tddressed by the Commanding officer. 

3. Inforn i,ation on excessive force received by IAB from other sources such as 

police department personnel, other law enforcement agencies, and anonymous 

infom ,ants may also result in a full internal investigation at the discretion of 

IAB c mllnand staff. 

With the I xception of citizen complaints, which are governed by Executive Order 

9-93, lAB guide! nes for the initiation of investigations into use afforce incidents are not 

fannal or offici.c I Department policy. For purposes of institutionalizing a consistent 

policy, we reconmend that these standards by analyzed to ensure that they reflect the 

Department's eXl;ectations and goals, and that they be formalized either by Directive or 

Commissioner's \.1emorandum, and clearly communicated to all pertinent Department 

personnel. Cor missioner Timoney has advised us that he agrees with and will 

implement this re ';ommendation. 

Based UpllD our review of all IAB investigations completed since January 1997, 

and our specific study conducted in preparation for this report, we can state with 

confidence that '\ 'hen IAB undertakes a "full" investigation into a serious use of force 

incident, these in Iestigations are thorough, professional and unbiased. lAB investigators 
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obtained the neci :ssary evidence and records, and conducted interviews with relevant 

witnesses. The :onclusions were reasonable and consistent with the evidence. We 

reviewed a case il, which IAB conducted a proactive targeted integrity test of officers in a 

unit against whi( h persistent allegations of excessive force had been made. In other 

instances, investi sators went beyond the allegations of excessive force and noted 

organizational pr,.blems and issues regarding the use of force policies, practices, and 

other training issl ,~s. 

Since the Iltemal Affairs Bureau plays a central role in the Police Department's 

efforts to uncov:r and prt;vent misconduct and corruption, ongoing review of all 

completed IAB i lVestigations continues to be a major function of this Office. The 

additional comph ted investigations we have reviewed alleging excessive force continue 

to be satisfactor '. In addition, case review sessions between the lAO and lAB 

conunanders hav! been initiated to discuss investigations in which important issues and 

problems are imp icated. Issues pertaining to the use of force and reporting requirements 

have been the Sl bject of some of these reviews. We have found lAB commanders 

generally open a Id receptive to these discussions, and we will continue to monitor 

Departmental res1 'onses and follow-up on issues and concerns raised during these review 

sessions. 

Our study also convinces us of the value of the CAP process as a necessary check 

against failure of )olice personnel to report use of force incidents. Although in theory all 

significant incid~ Its of use of force should be handled as an internal investigation, the 

CAP process pro' 'ides a valuable, redundant system for monitoring the effectiveness of 
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the internal repOl ting and investigation process, and for tracking the extent of use of 

lower level force that results in no or only minimal injury, or otherwise falls outside the 

lAD reporting or investigative guidelines. In several of the CAP investigations we have 

reviewed since 1~ 97, the lise of force incident was brought to light by the citizen filing 

the complaint, an (not by the involved officer(s). In these cases, the officers, and in one 

case a supervisor. were found to have violated Departmental directives regarding use of 

force reporting re ponsibilities. 

\¥hile the quality of IAB investigations of serious use of force is of critical 

importance in de ecting and correcting potential abuses, our research and analysis also 

raises concerns 1 egarding the greater range of use of force incidents that may not 

necessarily warn nt a full investigation, but that require review of timely, accurate 

infonnation as a :;afeguard against incipient problems. It is in this level of review by 

lAB, whether it : s by monitoring detective investigations or in conducting a threshold 

inquiry, that we s' :e the need for improvement. 

Until recer tly, in limited circumstances IAB monitored a use of force incident if 

the arrest was air ~ady being investigated by a detective division. Whether or not, and to 

what extent, thes : investigations were in fact actively monitored by IAB is difficult to 

assess, since the few use of force incidents that we reviewed in which a "monito(' 

investigation wru ordered revealed no additional follow-up, investigation or review by 

lAB. The lack 0 "monitoring documentation, the fact that use of force is not always fully 

documented on l1e 75-48's and 75-49's by either the involved officers or assigned 

detectives, and tl ',e extremely poor quality of district investigations into police use of 
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force, which is ( escribed more fully below, leads us to conclude that IAB oversight in 

these instances \\ as largely meaningless. 

After De}: artmental review of a draft of this Report, we were advised that lAB no 

longer passively monitors detective divisions use of force investigation. lAB however 

will in limited c, ses monitor a detective divisions investigation of an arrest to ascertain 

whether addition Ll information regarding the use of force emerges or to insure that use of 

force issues are properly addressed in the investigation. We have found lAB's 

"monitoring" po icy, as well as its goals, responsibilities and role in the monitoring 

process, to be a nbiguous and confusing. For this reason, we recommend that lAB 

policy, procedu ':e and guidelines on the "monitoring" of Detective Division 

investigations w: tere use of force is a component of the investigation be more clearly 

defined, articulat :d, fonnalized and communicated. 

More sig'uficantly, our audit revealed fundamental weaknesses in the lAB review 

process where g: lidelines do not call for a full investigation. As described in Section 

VI(A)(I) of this : eport, the use of force teletype notifications sent to lAB from the police 

districts are freql ently devoid of vital infonnation essential to make an infonned decision 

as to whether or not additional investigation into the incident is warranted. Our audit 

revealed that in 1996, IAB follow-up on use of force notifications was virtually 

nonexistent, des lite grossly defIcient notifIcations, evidence of serious injuries, and 

questions regardi ng the legitimacy of the arrest or the officer's actions. Any requests for 

additional infom ation that were made were wonnal, and it was often difficult to assess 

whether or not tll'~ infonnation was received before the notification was filed away. 
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Our reviev of records for 1997 and 1998 indicated improvement in the lAB 

use of force notifi ;ation review process. Requests for additional infonnation about a use 

of force incident became formalized and infonnation requests are now monitored by 

assigned IAB I ersonnel. Beginning in 1997, reVIew of an officer's lAB 

complaintiinvesti! ation and use of force history became a routine part of the evaluation 

process. Our stt dy also indicated a steady increase in the number of follow-up, or 

"threshold" and fi II internal investigations initiated by IAB. (See Exhibit G). 

Despite tt ~se improvements, persistent weaknesses in the review process still 

exist. We conti lUe to review deficient teletypes where no additional follow-up is 

requested by lAB and where the use of force was approved despite the fact that follow

up information aJ ld records were requested and never received. We found a steadily 

increasing numbe . of delinquent responses to requests for additional information, some 

as late as six mOIl ths as of the date of our reviews. These extensive and needless delays 

seriouslY hamper AB's efforts to conduct an effective and thorough investigation should 

one be warranted. 

The mo: t recent records we audited from September and November 1998 

indicated slippage in the review process. For example, consideration of an officer's lAB 

history was often absent from the review process. Additionally, there was an increase in 

the number of f )rce notifications which were never subject to review by an IAB 

commander. 

The years ,neluded in our study have seen repeated turnover in lAB personnel 

responsible for r ~viewing the use of force notifications and assessing the need for 
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additional inve~ tigations. When we first began this study, the lAB Inspector was 

responsible for he use of force review process. An TAB Captain was then assigned to 

the task. The (urrent protocol involves five different lAB Captains responsible for 

reviewing force notifications generated in their geographic area of oversight. During 

these various p~ rsonnel transitions, it became difficult to assess the precise nature of the 

review process. Our interviews with lAB personnel reveal that the standards for review 

and follow-up (,f use of force notifications have been and continue to be an intuitive, 

subjective, "'gut' assessment of whether a particular force incident violated Department 

guidelines. 

These fr ,~quent personnel changes underscore the need for establishing objective 

and official star dards and protocols for the lAB use of force notification review process. 

To insure cons, stency and thorouglmess, the review process should not be dependent 

upon the intuit on, gut, or philosophy of whomever is responsible for reviewing the 

teletypes at any particular time, but on established standards and guidelines. As discussed 

earlier, improvi 19 the quality and content of the use of force notifications would also 

assist in this pre :ess. 

Additior ally, the Department should strictly enforce compliance with suspense 

dates for reque~ 'ted reports and records and supervisors must be held accountable for the 

timeliness and (uality of the reports submitted. Finally, consideration should be given to 

computerizing he use of force information request tasks. Currently these records 

requests are all ')aper driven and reviewed by hand, a time consuming, inefficient process 

which lends its( (f to mistakes and oversights which we encountered during our audit. 
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B. Distri ~tIUnit Use of Force Investigations 

District l.~vel supervisors and Detective Divisions are responsible for all other 

investigations in 0 police use of force which occur under their command. District level 

force investigati'lns appear limited to those requirements and guidelines established by 

the Directives I ertaining to batons and OC spray. The OC investigation requires 

completion of a iimple check off form, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit H. With 

the exception of these limited investigation requirements, infonnation regarding police 

force should be i'lcluded in any incident (75-48) or investigative (75-49) report generated 

as a result of th ~ force incident or arrest. Our audit reveals that this does not always 

occur. 

This polic { fails to take into account the vast majority of force incidents which do 

not involve a 1 aton or OC spray, including shoving, punching, grabbing, pushing, 

kicking, slappin: ,~, and tackling, the use of other unauthorized striking objects, and the 

improper use of landcuffs. 

1. Direl dve 22 Memoranda . 

When an injury to a person results from the police use of the baton, Directive 22 

requires that an immediate joint investigation be conducted by the officer's supervisor 

and the pertine It detective supeMsor. At the conclusion of this investigation, a 

~'Memorandum ! ,2-S-1 ", hereinafter referred to as the "Directive 22 Memorandum," must 

be written and n aintained at the district for one year. As of March 1999, copies of these 

memoranda are required to be automatically fOIwarded to lAB. Prior to the 
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implementation of this regulation, our limited audit of this process revealed spotty 

compliance in tb i~ completion of Directive 22 memoranda. 

Our rev'ew of twenty months worth of use of force notifications and 

investigations r~ veal that Directive 22 Memoranda are generally poor in quality and are 

not serious effm ,;5 at meaningful investigations. The notion of the 'joint investigation" is 

a myth. In real ity, our study indicated that one supervisor types up the officer's bare 

version of the e' 'ents, and the Detective simply rubberstamps the memo. The Directive 

22 memoranda we reviewed did not indicate any attempts to locate and interview 

witnesses, idenl,fy or preserve evidence, or even to note the nature of the injuries 

sustained. With the exception of a few rare examples, the vast majority of Directive 22 

memoranda are mainly a regurgitation of the use of force teletypes or the language 

contained in tl e police investigation report (75-49). Not a single Directive 22 

Memorandum r, :viewed as part of this study concluded that the use of force was not 

justified or not' lithin guidelines, despite the fact that lAB investigations into these same 

incidents concllided otherwise. Examples of typical Directive 22 Memoranda are 

attached as Exhi 'Jit I. 

A glariI1:~ example of this was reflected in the Directive 22 Memoranda we 

reviewed in we lch district supervisors investigated baton and blackjack head strikes. -

Directive 22 au horizes head strikes with a baton (and formerly blackjacks) only if the 

use of deadly fc ;~ce is justified. In many of the cases we reviewed, batonlblackjack head 

strikes occurred under circumstances which, on their face, did not warrant the use of 

deadly force, y~ t every Directive 22 memorandum of batonlblackjack head strikes we 
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reviewed were jJund to be within Department policy. Some memorandums contained 

inconsistencies )etween injuries sustained and actions alleged by officer. In most 

instances, the of icer alleged that he was aiming at an area of the suspect's body that fell 

within Departmc ntal guidelines, but that the suspect "inadvertently" moved. While such 

a scenario is nOI far-fetched, the fact that this was the version of events in many of the 

cases renders thl'se explanations suspect. These use of force incidents clearly warranted 

more thorough illvestigation and analysis by responsible district supervisors. 

In respoT se to this growing trend of "inadvertent" head strikes, Directive 22 was 

revised to prohi1: it the use of batons in the area of the collarbone unless the circumstances 

warrant the use 1 ',f deadly force. Additionally. lAB assumed more responsibility for their 

investigations. While this is a positive indication of IAB's proactive approach to 

investigating em ,~rging problems in the Department, the fact remains that IAB' s caseload 

is already burge mingo and extensive delays in the completion of investigations already 

exists. The issl e of whether lAB can and should be responsible for all Departmental 

improprieties, c ': whether District supervisors and commanders should abdicate all 

responsibility fi 'r wrongdoing under their command, is an important issue for the 

Department. T1 e Patrol Bureau, where most force incidents occur, and lAB, where the 

major responsit ility for investigating use of force incidents falls, believe, rightly or 

wrongly, that tl e unfair burden of investigating use of force incidents is imposed on 

them. This inhe rent tension fosters resentment and misunderstanding between these two 

essential Bureau ;. 
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Our int ~rviews with supervIsors and commanders about Directive 22 

investigations rl,:fiect organizational attitudes and perceptions that explain why these 

substandard im ,;:stigations have not been questioned or rejected even after review 

through the Dep,rrtment's chain of command. The following represent those factors that 

impact on the q' ,lality of Directive 22 Memoranda and on district/unit investigations into 

use of force as a whole. 

a. Supervisor Accountability 

Sergeant; are in key positions to identify patterns, trends or problems related to 

unauthorized us' ,: of force in their squads, and are typically responsible for conducting the 

investigations i: lto use of force incidents which occur under their watch. The poor 

quality of distri,:t use of force investigations is evidence of a failure to properly and 

effectively supe vise, and can be attributed to several factors. 

Many sel geants do not make the mental, emotional, and professional break or 

transition neces 'ary to be effective supervisors. Many fraternize with and identify too 

closely with of icers under their command. The dual roles of cop's buddy and cop's 

supervisor conf1 ict, and do not allow or encourage the type of objective and professional 

oversight and I ~view that is necessary to make the hard decisions or ask the tough 

questions. 

Under CU'Tent city Civil Service Regulations, a police officer can be promoted to 

sergeant after t'1 'fa years experience on the force. This is simply not an adequate time 

period in whicl to thoroughly experience, understand, and absorb the complexities of 
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policing, let alon ~ police supervision, in a large urban environment. As one commander 

stated, "We've g)t recruits supervising and teaching recruits". 

The skill: and experience necessary to be an effective front line supervisor in the 

Philadelphia Pol ce Department affect a significantly broader range of critical issues and 

operations beyor d those related to use of force. Sergeants set the tone and standards for 

their squads and .)lay an integral and critical role in achieving the goals and imparting the 

values of the D '~artment. If a Sergeant, explicitly or tacitly, pennits unacceptable 

behavior or cor curs with untruths instead of correcting problems, then erosion of 

authority and no] '.-compliance with Departmental policies and values are inevitable. 

For thesl' reasons, a minimum of five years patrol experience should be a 

prerequisite to el igibility to take the sergeant's exam. The nature and scope of the exam 

itself should be t loroughly assessed for relevance, and there should be a more meaningful 

and comprehensive evaluation of the officer's experience and qualifications as part of the 

promotional pro ,:ess. These recommendations reflect our overall view that the current 

promotional pro :)esses in the Police Department are fundamentally flawed and not 

designed to adva'lee the most qualified and potentially effective leaders and managers in 

the Department. 

Supervis( ,r accountability in the Philadelphia Police Department is further 

compromised b) the reality of a labor union structure in which every member of the 

Department, frOt 1 the rank of police officer to Chief Inspector~ is part of the same union. 

This places supt'rvisors and commanders in the untenable position of supervising and 

possibly disciplil Ling personnel who are in the same bargaining unit. 
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b. Supervisor Perceptions of Use of Force Monitoring Systems 

A relate i factor contributing to the inferior quality of district use of force 

investigations i~ reflected in the conflict and ambivalence expressed by the supervisors 

and commandel s about the impact of this process. Many viewed their role as an 

untenable balan ,;ing act which, on the one hand, requires encouraging officer activity, 

and on the oth :r, punishing an officer if a force incident occurs. Supervisors and 

commanders an reluctant to "jam-up" officers who they feel were just doing their jobs. 

Others expresse l concerns that an objective and thorough inquiry into and notification of 

a usc of force ncident would alienate their officers and lower morale, which in tum 

would decrease the motivation and activity level of the squad and ultimately reflect 

poorly on the di ,;trict command staff. 

What er lerges is a significant organizational perception that the use of force 

investigation pn "cess is inherently punitive. This fear of retribution inhibits objective and 

honest assessrm nt of a use of force incident with officers unwilling to be candid about a 

force incident, md supervisors unwilling to ask the difficult questions. Departmental 

res:ponses and r ~sources allocated to inappropriate use of force incidents to some extent 

fuel these perce ,?tions and fears. For example, in many cases, training and counseling 

would be more lppropriate and productive responses to an officer's inappropriate use of 

force. Our stll'iy has shown that accessible and meaningful in-service use of force 

training is sev( rely lacking in the Department. We were able to confirm only six 

documented OC( asions in which officers received in-service, hands-on tactical training in 

response to inaI= propriate uses of force indicating the need for additional training. 
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Encoura~ ing officer activity and ensunng compliance with Departmental 

guidelines on u ,e of force need not be mutually exclusive. Reasonable methods of 

recognizing and '~ewarding positive behavior in the context of use of force avoidance, as 

well as producti' 'e and meaningful interventions to deal with inappropriate use of force, 

need to be analy: ,ed and implemented. 

c. lesource and time factors 

Police pc rsonnel we interviewed state that time and resource limitations prevent 

District supervis )rs from conducting meaningful investigations into force incidents. We 

recognize the dil ficult task of busy district supervisors and commanders, and the conflicts 

and tensions w!lich arise in fighting crime and supporting officers who confront 

disrespectful, an gry, and difficult individuals. Furthermore, it would be unproductive, 

and naive on OUI part, to suggest that a complete investigation into every incident of force 

is practical or lecessary. However, meaningful, objective, and honest inquiries into 

force incidents LTe not impractical and burdensome. Each force incident, even those 

involving low Ie vels of force, warrants review and in some cases appropriate follow-up 

measures to pre, ent force problems from escalating. 

More sig lificant and compelling than the perceived time and resource constraints 
, 

are the organizal :ional attitudes and perceptions that emerged during this study that impact 

on and perpetual ,= the notion that lack of time and resources prohibit meaningful inquiries 

into force incide ItS. 
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Force nol ifications we reviewed suggest that low and moderate levels of force 

may have been l :sed prematurely, despite clear Departmental policy which requires that 

physical force be used as a last resort after the exhaustion of a range of alternatives and 

techniques. In <ther incidents it appeared that the involved officer(s) may have been 

responsible for 0: contributed to the escalation of an incident in which force was used. In 

these cases, the r ~ason for the initial detention may be vague or suspect, the arrest did not 

stem from indeJ :endent criminal activity but occurred as a result of the interaction 

between the sm pect and the officer, and the suspects were typically charged with 

resisting arrest, c isordedy conduct, or assault on an officer. OUf interviews and ongoing 

study of the De )artment support the observation that some officers, because of their 

personalities am predilections, believe that the use of force is necessary to establish 

respect and auth< rity on the street. 

In situati ms involving significant force levels resulting in serious injuries, or 

when a pattern ( r problem of excessive force by an officer or a district/unit is evident, 

lAD will typical y conduct a full investigation into the force incident, and in some cases, 

proactive targete 1 integrity checks. The-problem we identify here reflects more prevalent 

lower levels of f )rce that accompany what some have dubbed "attitude arrests". In these 

cases, no furtheI investigation or analysis into these incidents occurred. While infonnal 

district level int ~rvention may have occurred in some of these cases, these actions are 

generally undOCl.mented and thus not subject to review. 

The taci acceptance of low level use of force In these situations reflects 

organizational a1 titudes about the use of such force which conflict with the Department's 
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written policies and stated values. If strict compliance with the Department's stated 

policies, values and guidelines about the use of force were fully entrenched and 

institutionalized in the value system and practices of the Department, then the issue of 

time and resonr :es into meaningful inquiries, and if necessary full investigations, into 

force incidents v 'QuId become irrelevant. 

It is our concern with this pattern of use of force which in part informs our 

recommendatior that the Department more thoroughly document and analyze the more 

prevalent lower evel force incidents. Since the issuance ofa draft oftrus report, lAB has 

developed a ne' oj unit, the Integrity Control Unit, which will be staffed by ten newly 

promoted Lieute rrants. Their function will to be to conduct random audits to ascertain the 

extent to which districts and special units are adhering to Departmental policies and 

procedures whie h affect and impact on the integrity of the Department. We are advised 

that these audits may include review and analysis of arrests where force was used and the 

arrest charges ir ,:luded disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, and assault on an officer. This 

positive initiati, e, which will require the critical evaluation and analysis of a troubling 

use of force pa'~tem, addresses some of our concerns regarding more comprehensive 

reporting and re 'iew of lower level force incidents. 

Our stue y further indicates that in some districts and units the Lieutenant is an 

underutilized re:·ource. Consideration should be given to increasing the Lieutenant's role 

in the use of for ;e investigation process, especially in the busier districts and units where 

more force ir·:idents occur. A lieutenant's additional policing experience and 
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administrative di ·:tance from the police officers, compared to that of the sergeant, argues 

for their suitabilil y to this task. 
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VIII. DEPARTMENTAL ANALYSIS OF USE OF FORCE 
INFORMATIO~ 

A. Refoi m Efforts 

As the F iaintiff's to the Settlement Agreement noted in their ftrst Monitoring 

Report: «It sho' lId be understood that the Agreement will result in progressive change 

only if each oftl:e provisions is fully implemented and the Department in fact effectively 

uses the infonna ion that is generated by the reforms. It will do little good to accumulate 

data concerning use of force, for example, if the Department does not seriously analyze 

the information md fully address any patterns or practices revealed that are contrary to 

law or Departrm atal directives." 

Our study of the Department reveals innovative and productive uses of use of force 

information. W t have reviewed several cases in which lAB commanders have ordered 

more thorough i lVestigations into a use of force incident when the officer's use of force 

history indicateE that a problem or pattern may be emerging. In some cases, this review 

included analysi ; of prior use of force incidents as welL 

Addition illy, lAB has recently implemented a Case Review Program in which 

three members ( f IAB arrange and moderate review sessions with officers whose internal 

affairs/use of fOJ ce history and duty-related civil suit settlements reveal a pattern or series 

of allegations w rich can include use of force. The purpose of this program is to provide 

officers, in a no] :-threatening forum, with alternative choices in behavior and recommend 
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resource options. to prevent the recurrence of inappropriate behavior. Since the Case 

Review Prograrr was only implemented in January 1999, its scope and effectiveness 

cannot yet be ful,.y assessed; however, initial reviews and responses appear favorable by 

both officers wh I undergo these sessions, and by the increasing number of commanders 

who are referrin~ personnel to the program. 

B. Use 0 f Force Information Systems 

In 1994, lAB began maintaining a use of force database (use of force statistics 

from 1993 were '·etroactively included in the database) which was developed by a police 

officer with lim ted direction or guidance from the Department's leadership and other 

interested police and city personnel. Over the ensuing five years, as Departmental needs 

and interests reg Lrding use of force infonnation were identified, this database underwent 

significant revisi )TIS in fonn and content. During this same time period a duplicate use of 

force database v as developed and maintained in another unit in the Department, which 

represented an il lefficient use of Department personnel and resources. Throughout this 

continual evolut on, limited protocols or policies were in place to insure the integrity, 

quality and com lrehensiveness of the data collected and entered into the database. For 

these reasons the use of force databases we reviewed contained substantial discrepancies 

between what w is entered into the computer and the paper records and documents which 

back up the data 
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An exam lIe of the limitations of this database in answering specific queries with 

accuracy arose d ;Jring our review of the lAB database and teletypes for evidence of any 

possible pattern ,)r problem regarding the incidence of baton or blackjack head strikes. 

This query was 1'rompted by our review ofIAB investigations and litigation settlements, 

which indicated an emerging problem with this type and level of force. Out of six 

hundred and si~ .teen teletypes reporting use of force that we reviewed, thirty-three 

specifically rep< rted baton, blackjack, or radio strikes to the head. However, one 

hundred and nir eteen of these teletypes indicated that a person had received medical 

treatment withOl t describing the nature of the injury. Numerous others indicated baton 

and blackjack us,~ without indicating where the individual was struck or if injury resulted. 

Still others repol ted that a suspect sustained head injury but did not specifY the cause of 

the injury. Furt1lermore, this data was not captured on the use of force database. Thus, 

the flawed repor ing methods, and the database thereby created~ did not permit a thorough 

assessment of th'~ possible scope of a use of force issue that emerged from our study of 

the investigation and litigation files. 

Since Jw:.uary 1999, there have been significant improvements in the way IAB 

captures and mo litors use of force data. An infonnational command center for lAB was 

created, and an ~xperienced teclmical supervisor was assigned to oversee its operations. 
, 

Duplicate use 0 . force data bases were consolidated, and the required data fields were 

further expande< '. Data entry technicians assigned to this task are now required to initial 

and date their eJ ltry to track their performance and the accuracy of their entries. There 
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has also been an improvement in the quality, detail and thoroughness of the data included 

in the use of fore ,~, 

While the.e improvements are encouraging, further steps are necessary to insure 

the continued (evelopment of a reliable, comprehensive, and useful use of force 

infonnation syst :m. First, all relevant parties and Department personnel with a stake in 

the use of fom ~ infonnation system should be given the opportunity to thoroughly 

evaluate infonn: tion collected to insure that the databases record all the necessary data 

elements. Our Ilwn review of the current use of force database revealed infonnational 

fields which are ,1eeded but lacking, such as description of injuries sustained, whether the 

incident occurre I while the officer was on or off-duty, and the arrest charges. Second, 

the stand-alone I 'omputer systems that are currently utilized at IAB should be networked 

to accommodat~ all workstations and all staff assigned to these tasks should be fully 

trained in opera1lng the systems. This would allow for the efficient and timely entry of 

data. The curre It deteriorated and overcrowded IAB facility precludes any upgrades to 

the current corr puter systems; however it is anticipated that such improvements will be 

feasible when Il B relocates to its new facilities. 

A thorOl gh analysis of the use of force information, investigation, and records 

work flow is n ,~cessary to ensure that all amendments and updates to use of force 

incidents or inv:stigations are captured in the databases. Finally, the recommendations 

contained in Sec tion V of this report should be considered as part of this overall analysis 

of the use of fo' ce information systems and the current major computer initiative under 

way in the Depa 'went. 
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C. Ad H oc Use of Force Review Committee 

Consider; tion should be given to the establislunent of an internal Ad Hoc Use of 

Force Review (ommittee consisting of personnel from IAB, the Patrol, Training and 

Special Patrol B neaus, and the lAO. The function of this review board would not be to 

review all cases involving use of force or to pass judgement on individual officers or 

cases, but rathel to meet on a periodic, as needed basis, when use of force issues and 

problems are id(; ntified as a result of audits, investigations conducted, or significant force 

incidents reportt d by any of the above units and bureaus. The purpose of this Committee 

would be to enl:.mce officer safety, improve risk management strategies, identify use of 

force patterns, p ::oblems and trends and training issues, monitor the effectiveness of and 

compliance wit 1 Departmental policies, and provide support and resources to the 

Department on 1 '.se of force issues. An Ad Hoc Use of Force Review Committee could 

also serve as a necessary check on the inherent weaknesses in district use of force 

investigations ru ,d oversight identified in Section VII of this report. 
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PART THREE ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

VIII. DISCIPI JNE 

As part 0: 'this study we examined sixty-six disciplinary cases which were sent to 

the Department':; Police Board of Inquiry (PBI) from 1995 to 1998 involving officers 

against whom IAB sustained allegations of excessive force. The findings and 

recommendatior s in this report related to excessive force and the disciplinary system are 

also drawn frorr our ongoing review of the PBI, which includes observation of hearings 

conducted by th ,: PBI, review of several hundred PBI files unrelated to use of force, and 

interviews with )epartment personnel with experience in the disciplinary system. 

OUf au( it revealed the following wealmesses in the Police Department's 

disciplinary syst ~m. 

1. The Department's Disciplinary Code does not include a provision which 

specifically add °esses inappropriate use of force. Disciplinary actions for this type of 

misconduct are generally brought under the following two broad sections of the 

Disciplinary Co Ie: 

Article I . - Conduct Unbecoming an Officer; Section 1.45 - Using rude or 
insulting langua ~e or conduct offensive to the public while on duty; and 

Article IV - Neglect of Duty; Section 4.20 - Failure to comply with any 
Commissioner' ~ Orders, Directives, Regulations. etc., or any oral or written orders of 
supenoTS. 

Disciplin IlY actions brought under the two broad sections of the Code can apply to 

misconduct ranl jng from a minor infraction warranting a reprimand to extremely serious 
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allegations of c( rruption or brutality warranting dismissal. To illustrate, between 1995 

and 1998, 1,479 disciplinary actions were brought under Section 4.20 and 118 

disciplinary actic ns were brought under section 1,45. In this same time period only sixty

six of these case; were related to ''physical abuse". lAB and PBI tracking numbers for 

the same case ar ~ different and the PBI database does not indicate the conduct underlying 

the disciplinary l.ctions brought under these sections. While IAB maintains a database 

which correspOl ds IAB investigations of physical abuse to the PBI case number, it 

contained som ~ inaccuracies and did not include data on the PBI outcome. The 

Department's n liance on these few catch-all disciplinary code provisions precludes 

efficient analysi: and auditing of the disciplinary system as a whole, and has contributed 

to the Qvertumir g or lessening of discipline imposed by labor arbitrators. 

Recogni; ing that attempts to reform the disciplinary code have labor implications 

which must be malyzed and addressed, we still recommend that the Department work 

towards adoptin ~ disciplinary code sections which specifically address violations of the 

Departments us( of force directives and regulations. 

2. PBI f les were often vague and lacking in important details, including 

the officers IAl'; or use afforce history, the nature of the injuries sustained as a result of 

improper use oj force, or the officer's disciplinary history except for basic information 

such as the sect ion of the disciplinary code preferred and the penalty imposed. In many 

cases, this lack .)f relevant details precluded us from detennining whether the discipline 

imposed was re lSonable in light of the allegations. Statistical data on the percentage of 
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guilty and not gt ilty detenninations is therefore of little use in assessing whether the PBI 

is adequately ad( ressing these cases or whether the Board's penalty recommendations are 

reasonable. 

For thesf reasons we recommend that as part of the PBI hearing process, panel 

members should be provided with the officer's relevant employment history in order to 

make infonned 1 enalty determinations, and to state the reasons for the penalty imposed. 

Such a policy v auld minimize the potential for and perception of capriciousness and 

favoritism in the disciplinary process and would strengthen and support the Departments 

actions in the f Ilent that the PBr findings and recommendations are grieved by the 

officers. 

3. In nun erous cases we found "not guilty" detenninations by PBI panels with no 

supporting reas( 'DS or justifications for these determinations evident in the file. PBI 

panels should be required to submit a detailed memorandum to support and explain a "not 

guilty" detennir. a.tion and disciplinary recommendations that are not within Department 

guidelines. Sin:e the issuance of a draft of this Report to Conunissioner Timoney for 

review, he has nodified Departmental policy to require that PBI panels document In 

writing the basi~ for not guilty detenninations. 

4. In nU11erous files we found seriously misleading and inaccurate letters to 

complainants re ;arding the outcome of the PBI hearing and actions taken against the 

officer(s) accus( d of using excessive force against them. For example, there were cases 
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in which the lett,r stated that the officer was found "guilty" and "suitably disciplined" 

when the case hall been dismissed. A system should be established to insure the accuracy 

of these notifica1 ',ons to citizens regarding the outcome of their complaints. Since the 

issuance of a dra;1 of this Report to Commissioner Timoney, we have been assured that 

this problem has )een addressed. 

5. The! ~ are no tracking mechanisms or follow-up procedures to insure 

compliance with ?BI recommendations. In cases where PBI panels recommended further 

in-service trainin :~, and in one case a psychiatric evaluation, we could find no evidence 

which indicated j ,:>llow-up on these recommendations. 

6. Inllrdinate delays between the date of the disciplinary infraction and the 

final resolution a ;~e commOD. In nearly one-third of the excessive force disciplinary files 

we reviewed, ov:r a year, and in some cases several years, elapsed between the date of 

the misconduct a Id the final resolution of the disciplinary action. 

We revie.;ved IAB investigations in which serious allegations of misconduct and 

excessive force, gainst particular officers were sustained by lAB, and yet not prosecuted 

by the PBI becal ;.se the extensive d~lays resulted in the loss of witnesses. In these cases 

the disciplinary charges against the officer(s) were dismissed. This practice allows 

officers to escaJ:'~ accountability for misconduct and is a waste of limited and valuable 

resources which are expended on extensive and time consuming lAB investigations. 
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In light (f these findings, we recommend that a thorough analysis of the many 

factors contributi rrg to these delays be undertaken, with the goal of devising methods and 

practices which Nould minimize delays whenever possible. We do note that since the 

issue was raised iuring our research for this report, Commissioner Timoney has directed 

the Department Advocate to prosecute disciplinary actions even though delays have 

resulted in the 10 ;S of witnesses. 

With reg. ,rd to our findings in subsections five and six, we support two proposals 

currently being ( onsidered by the Department. The first would establish suspense dates 

for bringing di: .ciplinary charges against personnel once internal investigations arc 

completed and d ,sciplinary charges are warranted. The lack of reasonable suspense dates 

is one importan factor contributing to delays in the resolution of disciplinary matters. 

The second pwposal calls for the appointment of a Captain to the Department's 

Executive Offic e to monitor disciplinary actions, enforce suspense dates, ensure 

appropriate folIc 'w-up on PBI recommendations, and generally monitor the integrity of 

the disciplinary lrocess, policies and procedures. 

7. In r umerous cases we found allegations of physical abuse sustained by lAB 

which were not included in the disciplinary charges prepared by the offending officer's 

commander. and thus were not addressed by the PBI. These significant omissions by 

District/unit Cal i1ffianders, whether intentional or not, were not detected because, until 

recently, the Dt partment had no effective tracking mechanism to determine whether or 
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not and to wh"t extent allegations of misconduct sustained by lAB and other 

investigating unit; in the Department became the subject of a disciplinary action. 

Under elll rent Department policy, a completed lAB investigation is reviewed up 

through the inve~ tigating unit's chain of command, to the Commissioner, and then back 

down the offend ng officer's chain of command to the relevant Commanding Officer, 

who then prepan 5 the disciplinary charges. The completed disciplinary package returns 

back up through' he chain of command for approval by the various ranks, and is then sent 

to PBI for a he mng, or to the Commissioner for a Commissioner's Direct Action. 

Despite these m lltiple layers of review, inaccurate or incomplete disciplinary charges 

were either ign( red or not detected. Additionally. the current labyrinthine review 

process is ineffic ent, ineffective, and contributes to the delays in the disciplinary process. 

Consideration sh mId be given to streamlining the workflow to increase the efficiency of 

this process. 

We brought this weakness in the disciplinary system to the attention of 

Commissioner T money in connection with our prior study of the disciplinary system. In 

December 1998, Commissioner Timoney established a central Charging Unit as part of 

the PBI, which i! currently staffed by one Lieutenant and monitored by the PBI advocate. 

The purpose of t le Charging Unit is to insure that disciplinary actions brought against a 

member of the j :Jrce accurately reflect the allegations of misconduct, and that there is 

unifonnity and c msistency in the charging process. 

Under th : new system, the cumbersome review process still exists, except that 

now the Lieute: Lant at PBI reviews the investigations and disciplinary charges. If 
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amendments to the disciplinary package are required, the Department Advocate is 

authorized to co :1fer directly with the commanding officer to request the recommended 

amendments. \I Thile the new PBI charging unit represents a positive step in effective 

oversight and : ccountability in the disciplinary process, we question whether one 

Lieutenant is Sil ficient to properly perform this function in view of the time consuming 

demands requir .:d in reviewing all paperwork and investigations which support the 

disciplinary aIle ;ations. 

8. Lad of consistency and unifonnity in the PBI hearing process results in 

inconsistent anj ,. illogical outcomes. PBI hearings are conducted before constantly 

changing panel'j of sworn personnel who bring to the process a wide range of 

experiences~ tra ning and biases. Panel members do net receive fannal training regarding 

the role and stru dards or the PBI hearing process. Panel preparation for hearings, which 

may require car :ful review of extensive investigation files, is not consistent or monitored. 

In fact, we obs~ rved hearings in which the panel members were not aware of, or did not 

understand, De )artmental policies and issues upon which they were called to render 

decisions. 

Furtherr lore, the Department's current and fonner PBI advocates were and are 

not attorneys ' 'vith the litigation training, experience, and skills comparable to the 

attorneys hired :Jy the Fraternal Order of Police to defend officers before the PBI. This 

observation is I ;ot meant to disparage, in any way, the commitment and integrity of the 

Department ad '{Qcates that we have observed at hearings who have managed and 
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continue to mana ,~e the PBI in a professional manner. However, it is apparent that these 

discrepancies in ,~xperience amI training have put the Department at a disadvantage at 

these hearings. 

For thes~ reasons, we recommend that the Department consider selecting a 

standing group )f panelists who are carefully screened and trained to enhance the 

consistency and ' ntegrity of the process. Panelists should be provided with all pertinent 

records and inve itigations in advance of the hearings, and thorough preparation for the 

hearings should lie mandatory. Furthennore, the Department should consider whether it 

should have an e -tperienced trial lawyer representing the Department at the PBI to ensure 

equality in repl1 sentation. These refonns would improve consistency in the hearing 

process and stre 19then the Department's position if and when PBI detenninations are 

appealed by the ( fficer and decided at arbitration. 
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x. USE OF "ORCE TRAINING 

A. Recru t Training 

Police re< ruit training in use of force techniques and applications offered at the 

Police Departme'11'5 Training Academy comply with the standards and requirements 

established by tLe Municipal Police Training Act and the Municipal Police Officer'S 

Education and . :'raining Commission (MPOETC). In the past year Commissioner 

Timoney has fu ther expanded and improved training in this area by increasing the 

required instruct on for physical training from thirty-two to sixty-four hours, for force 

applications fron. twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and for lise of handcuffs from eight to 

ten hours. 

The Aca{ emy has also recently acquired several "Red Man Suits" which allow for 

more realistic aJ I.d effective training in force techniques and applications by providing 

recruits with a live moving target on which to practice various force techniques. 

Instructors have advised us that the more practical, hands-on, realistic force training 

scenarios enabll Academy instructors to detect, at the outset, recruits with unduly 

aggressive traits or violent tendencies that were not detected during the hiring process. 

We note that the Police Academy has no dedicated or adequate physical training 

facilities. The ( urrent "gym" also serves several functions, such as an auditorium and 

meeting facility which can preempt scheduled courses in use of force and physical 

training and dec '~ease hands-on training opportunities. We recognize that providing and 

adequately equi )ping a separate facility for physical and use of force training would 
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reqUlre addition; 1 resources and funds. However, improving the quality of the 

Academy's phys leal training facilities would demonstrate and reinforce the City's 

commitment to q tality training in use of force and physical conditioning and enhance the 

Academy's reput Ltion as a top rate, highly respected regional police training facility. 

B. Io-S ~rvice Training 

To remail proficient in use of force applications and techniques which recruits are 

taught at the Aca lemy, continual practice and hands-on training are essential. Experts we 

interviewed state i that an officer's effectiveness, skill and comfort level in these use of 

force techniques :an deteriorate in as quickly as six months without regular practice and 

conditioning. I "espite this starkly low retention rate, our study revealed that practical 

hands-on trainin~ in use of force techniques and defensive tactics is virtually non-existent 

once recruits co: nplete their Academy training. The only exception to this is a State 

requirement tha all sworn personnel undergo yearly training and testing at the 

Department's firl anns range to remain certified in the use offrreanns. 

In 1988 .. I.ct 180 was passed by the Pennsylvania legislature, requiring mandatory 

yearly in-servic~ training for all law enforcement personnel subject to the Municipal 

Police Training ~ct, which includes Philadelphia police officers. The requirements of 

Act 180, which 1 Jok effect in 1991f are directed and monitored by the Municipal Police 

Officers' Educat on and Training Commission (MPOETC). a state agency that develops 

the yearly cours~ requirements with the input and cooperation of representatives from law 

enforcement ag~:1cies throughout Pennsylvania. Since 1991 several courses relating to 
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use of force h, .ve been offered, including "Conflict Resolution," "Officer Safety 

Awareness," am "Use of Force." The Philadelphia Police Department has offered 

supplemental COllfses such as "Verbal Judo," "Tactical Interpersonal Communications," 

'"Conununicatior; for Patrol Supervisors," and "Officer Survival," which address issues 

related to force. rIowever, both the state and city courses entail classroom lectures which 

do not provide the type of realistic hands-on training essential for practical and 

meaningful use c f force training. 

We recof nize that significant resources would be needed to provide this type of 

regular, intensiv~ • hands-on training to thousands of sworn affieen:>, and that MPOETC 

has not offered i I-service training courses of this nature. However, the significant costs 

that follow fron _ inadequate training, including the increased risk to police officers 

themselves, argl e for creative solutions to deal with the lack of effective in-service 

training on use 0 . force applications and techniques. 

Consider: :.tion should therefore be given to developing a program for identifying 

sworn personnel ·::urrently in the Department who would be appropriate for and interested 

in becoming use ·)fforce training officers assigned to each of the Department's six Patrol 

Divisions. The~ ~ officers would need to become state certified force instructors, and 

possibly receive iome augmented training through the FBI National Academy. Since the 

Department aIre, dy has on staff a state certified force instructor who is qualified to train 

and certify other officers, the costs to the Department could be kept to a minimal level. 

Once state certif ed and trained, these force instructors could provide regular, hands-on, 
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closely supervise I use of force training to officers at the district level, and in particular to 

officers identifiec as specifically in need of retraining. 

Such a pI )gram could have several benefits. First~ it provides incentives to and 

rewards officers ¥ho are skilled in use of force techniques by providing them with the 

opportunity to sc 'nre as role models and instructors. Second, it allows for effective, 

meaningful, and ' )ractical use of force training without removing officers from the street 

for extended peri' )ds of time. Third, these force instructors could be a valuable and easily 

accessible resaur :e for specific efficers identified as having problems with inappropriate 

or excessive use )[ force amI in need of additional training. This type of training would 

also allow office ':5 to recognize their limitations and weaknesses in a safe, controlled 

training envirorn lent, not in the midst of a street confrontation, where the stakes and 

danger are highe '. This type of training program would increase officer awareness and 

understanding of the value and importance of these use of force techniques, and may 

motivate those v ho have let themselves deteriorate physically to get back into shape. 

Finally, a progr lID such as this would reinforce and emphasize the Department's 

commitment to p 'oper use of force. 

C. Physi ,~al Fitness 

Nurnerou: discussions with sworn officers from a broad range of rank and 

responsibility ha' 'e taught us that it is impossible to evaluate use of force techniques and 

proficiency with lut addressing the issue of physical fitness. Every incident in which 

force is used inv)lves a unique set of factors and variables which influence whether or 
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not, and to what ~xtent, force is used. In some situations, an officer's physical presence 

and appearance LIane can affect the way a person reacts and responds, and may be 

sufficient to que]:. any potential violence or resistance. The manner in which an officer 

presents himself or herself, and takes control of a situation, can be dependent upon 

physical conditio :ling. Officers who are in poor physical shape and no longer skilled in 

use of force tecm Liques may be less able to command respect, and not as able to handle a 

situation withou resort to use of force. Furthermore, poor physical conditioning 

decreases an offi :er's strength, endurance, and flexibility, increasing the risk of injury to 

that officer. 

A police )fficer recruit is required to meet certain physical fitness standards in 

order to gradual e from the Academy. After graduatio~ however, physical fitness 

standards are no longer properly monitored. Departmental policy requires that sworn 

personnel must 1 aaintain their ability to fully and effectively carry out the duties for 

which they were hired. Written Departmental policy states that sworn persOlll1el must 

meet minimal ph ,"sical and medical standards in order to qualify for promotions. These 

policies as they I ~late to physical fitness are not enforced. Except for officers who want 

to be part of t Ie bike patrol, which requires passing a rigorous fitness test and 

maintaining a hi .~h standard of fitness that is tested yearly, at no other time does an 

officer's physica conditioning become an issue. 

To errco rrage sworn persOIlllel to maintain good physical conditioning, 

Departmental po: icies regarding promotional qualifications and physical fitness standards 

should be stricti) enforced. Additionally, incentives such as transfers to specialized and 
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desirable assignn .,ents could be offered to encourage officers to remain in good physical 

shape. 

We are IT indful that the inherent nature of police work, including rotating shift 

work, can contr bute to an unhealthy lifestyle, and that maintaining good physical 

conditioning inv )Ives ongoing commitment and hard work. We also recognize that 

efforts to enforce the Department's physical fitness standards will be met with resentment 

and resistance. : 10wever, individuals who decide to become police officers are aware 

that, like the mili ::ary, physical conditioning is part of the job and an important aspect of 

safe and effectivl, policing. It is therefore not unreasonable that such standards can and 

should be enforc~ d. 
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VII. Issues Concerning Use of foue 

Proposal: 

A. Review l:1f Current Use of Force Directives and Regulations to ensure that the 
DepartII ,ent authorizes only that level of force that is reasonably necessary and 
which a iJroperly and fully trained officer would use for the protection of the 
officer,s IlSPect, and the public in given circumstances. Consistent with these 
directivE' 5, the Department should adopt specific 'Written disciplinary regulations 
for the v iolation of use of force directives and regulations. 

B. Except i.J 'L extraordinary circumstances (e.g., undercover officers who cannot 
carry firt,~arms), no legitimate police purpose is served by the practice of 
authoriz ing or permitting officers to carry or use blackjacks, stappers, or similar 
weighted striking devices. Except with specific written authorization of the 
Police C munissioner, no officer should carry, possess, or store in any 
departrr ent facility or locker any such device. 

C. Promul~ ation of Use of Force Reporting Requirements. 

1. 1 here should be formal reporting requirements for any use of force beyond 
\ erbal commands or the physical hand contact that is used incidental to 
r ormal police search, arrest or detention practices. Reporting formalities 
"nd the investigation that should follow will depend on the type of force 
t lat is at issue. Reportable force includes: 

Use of chemical sprays or electronic shocking devices; 

Use of impact devices and teclmiques, such as batons, nightsticks, 
fists, and feet; 

Drawing, display, or pointing of firearms; 

Use of canines in incidents in which canines come in contact with 
suspects or other civilians; 

Use of potentially lethal martial arts techniques and holds, such 
as carotid control holds, bar arm holds, and other neck grips; 

Discharge of firearms; 

Use of any other degree of force resulting in visible or reported 
injuries to suspects or other persons; 

2. ' 'Low level" use of force, e.g., physical force such as that which is used to 
')vercome minor resistance where there is no injury and no complaint of 
:)ain or injury by the suspect, would be subject to a check off type of 
"eporting, but not to a separate investigation unless a supervisory official 
:ietermines that an investigation is necessary under the circumstances. 
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3. Where" significant" force is used, formal reporting and investigation 
'should be required. Significant force includes situations where injury 
,"ccurs from the force used, the suspect comp1ains of pain or injury or 
hospital care is required, regardless of the officer's denial of use of force, 
the use of any special weapon or device (e.g., taser, mace, pepper spray, 
firearm or baton), causes or is claimed to cause any injury or pain to the 
suspect, or death follows contact with the police. 

4. Significant force cases should require detailed reporting by the officer(s) 
involved and the immediate documentation and investigation of the
incident by either an immediate supervisor or by IAD, depending on the 
nature of the incident. In all such cases, investigating supervisors or 
assigned lAD personnel should state their conclusions and 
recommendations concerning the propriety of the force used. VVhcn such 
cases are investigated by immediate supervisors, their reports shall be 
reviewed and endorse, positively or negatively, by the supervisors'- -
commanding officers. 

5. Where formal reporting and investigation is required the investigation 
shall be contained in a Use of Force Document that includes all of the 
investigatory materials. There should be specific directives with respect 
to the type of investigation to be conducted and time frames for 
completion. 

6. In conjunction with the computerization and integration of police reports 
and documents outlined in Section IV, the Use of Force documents should 
be indexed by officer, type of force (e.g., shooting), district, unit and year 
of occurrence. Further, a review mechanism should be established to 
determine whether there are trends in the use of force in the Department 
or in various districts or units. 

7. Use of Force history should be a factor in evaluations, assignments, 
promotions, psychological counseling, and any early warning system or at 
risk officer assessments that are established by the Department. 

D. Any 5 :)ecial weapon, technique or device should have its own separate training 
and m.onitoring. In addition, training and disciplinary programs and directives 
shoul-l in specific areas, detail impermissible uses of force. For example, the 
propE:r use of handcuffs should almost never result in injuries to the wrists or 
nerve:; in the hands. Specific penalties for violations of use of force directives 
shoul I be developed. 

.' 
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City Response 

The City accepts these p ,ooposals in substance and agrees thnt the PoI;."ce Department will implement 
additional reporting Teq ,lirements or expand existing requirements. The reporting forms, and criteria 
and procedures jar inve[:tigation, shall be finalized and implemented within 45 days of the Court's 
approval of this agreenunt. The Department is prepared to take every necessary measure to ensure that 
officers do not abuse the '1' law enforcement privileges by physically abusing the citizens they serve. 
Indeed, the collective ba"gaining agreement pennits the imposition of appropriate sanctions in cases in 
which excessive or impr )per force is employed. 

The Police Department :'ntends to use computer technology to track use of force information. The 
purpose of collecting su :h information will be to monitor, review and analyze for appropriate response 
(refraining, disdpline, j'oh'cy reuision, etc.). In addition, the information will continue to be reviewed in 
connection with decisio tS regarding assignment and p!omotion. 
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PH ILADELPHIA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

MEMORANI UM(98-4) JUNE 19,1998 

SUBJECT: US, OF FORCE 

J. POLICY 

The Philad ,:lphia Police Department recognizes the value of an human life and is 
committed to respecting the dignity of every individua1. The primary duty of all 
police offi( ers is to preserve human life. 

The most ~ ,~rious act in which a police officer can engage is the use of deadly 
force. The power 10 cany and use ftrearms in the course of public service is an 
awesome r :~sponsibility. Only the minimal amount of force necessary to protect 
human life should be used by all officers. 

A. All sworn officers of the Police Department are responsible and 
ace ountable for the proper use of force under appropriate circumstances. 
Of icers are reminded that the application of force must be consistent with 
ex; 'sting law and with the Philadelphia Police Department Mission and 
Etl Lical Principles by which we pledge to value human life and respect the 
di! nity of each individual. 

1. Deadly physical force will be used ONLY as a last resort and then 
only to protect life, consistent with Department policy and the law. 

2. Only that amount of force necessary to overcome resistance will be 
used to effect an arrest or take a mentally deranged or emotionally 
disturbed person into custody. 

B. A:: the scene of a police incident, many officers may be present and some 
0: 'ficers may not be directly involved in taking police actions. However, 
t1 is does not relieve any officer present of the obligation to ensure that the 
n quirements of the law and Department regulations are compli~d with. 
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C. All of;}cers are required to establish and maintain control if the use of 
force 19ainst a subject is \\Tongful, improperly applied or clearly becomes 
exces :i\'e. Depending upon the circumstances, both federal and state law 
provi( Ie for criminal sanctions, and civil liability against police officers. 
Depal ':mental sanctions may also result when officers fail to take 
appro uiate actions. 

NOT: :: EXCESSIVE FORCE WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. 

II. PROCEDUR,S 

A. All of ::icers of the Philadelphia Police Department at the scene of a police 
incid~ <1t must: 

1. Immediately establish firearms control. No officer will discharge a 
firearm unless such force is necessary to prevent imminent death or 
serious bodily injury to themselves or to another person and there 
is no other alternative and such discharge is consistent with the 
policy herein established. 

2. Use minimum necessary force. 

3. Employ non-lethal alternatives, as appropriate. 

4. Where feasible, and consistent with personal safety, some warning, 
such as "POLICE," "DON'T MOVE," should be gi\'en. Above all, 
the safety of the public and the officers must be the overriding 
concern whenever the use of firearms is considered. 

B. \Vhel ',ever it becomes necessary to take a violent or resisting subject into 
custc::!)'. responding officers should utilize appropriate tactics in a 
COOf( inated effort to o\'ercome resistance. The patrol supervisor, if 
preSE nt, should direct and control all activity. \Vhenever possible, officers 
shOll d make every effort to avoid tactics, such as sitting, kneeling or 
stane ing on a subject's Ghest or back, which may result in chest 
cern: 'Iression, thereby reducing the subject's ability to breathe. 

C. Wlu ,1, pursuant to existing Department guidelines. it becomes necessary 
to h, ndcuff an individual, the subject shall be cuffed behind their back. 
paln!s out, at the earliest opportunity to reduce the potential for resistance 
whi( h may cause injuries. In addition. alternate restraining deviCes shall 
be u ';ed, at the earliest opportunity, to restrain or further restrain a subject 
\\'ho :;e actions or behavior may cause injury to himself or others. 
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D. Aftel an individual has been controlled and placed under custodial 
restr: I.int using handcuffs and other authorized methods, the person should 
be P( Isitioned so as to promote free breathing. The subject should not be 
mair tained or transported in a face down position. The officer assuming 
custe dy of the subject should closely observe him or her for any apparent 
injur es. 

I. lfthe area is dark, a flashlight or other source of illumination 
should be used to maintain a clear view of the subject at all times. 

E. If a ilerson appears to be having difficulty breathing or is otherwise 
dem mstrating life· threatening symptoms, medical assistance will be 

. soug ht immediately. The patrol supeI'\'isor will direct that alternate 
mea 1S to maintain custody'be utilized, if appropriate. The unauthorized 
use I If restraints and the transportation of subjects in a face do\vn position 
with :.n any vehicle are prohibited. 

IlL USE OF H lEARlv!S "PROHIBITED CONDUCT" 

A. PoU :e officers shallllot use deadly physical force against another person 
unle'ss they have probable cause to believe they must protect themselves or 
anal her person from imminent death or serious bodily injury. 

B. Poli '~e officers shallllot discharge their weapons \vhen doing so will 
unn .~cessarily endanger innocent persons. 

C. Pol ce officers shaI! lIot discharge their firearms in defense of property. 

D. Pol ce officers shallllot discharge their fireanns to subdue a fleeing 
ind vidual who presents no threat of imminent death or serious bodily 
injl iI)' to themselves or another person present. 

E. Po' ice officers shall not fire warning shots. 
, 

F. Po ice officers shall not discharge their firearms to summon assistance 
ex, ::ept in emergency situations when personal safety is endangered and no 
otl,er reasonable means is available. 

G. Pc lice officers shall not discharge their firearms at or from a mQving 
ve 11ic1e unless deadly physical force is being used against the police 
of icer or another person presen~. by means other than the moving 
VI: 'Jic1e. 
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H. Polic: officers shall not discharge their firearms at a dog or other animal 
excel 'It to protect themselves or another person from physical injury and 
there is no other reasonable means to eliminate the threat, or when acting 
cons, stently with existing Department guidelines authorizing the humane 
destr .lction of injured animals. 

1. Polic ': officers shall not under any circumstances cock a firearm. Fireanns 
must be fired double action at all times. 

4 
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I. POLICY 

DIRECTIVE 10 
POLICY CHANGE 

A. Members 0: 'this Department will exhaust all other reasonable means of 
apprehensic n and control before resorting to the use of deadly force. It is also 
the policy c fthis department that members will not unnecessarily or 
unreasonab y endanger themselves in applying these guidelines to actual 
situations. 

1. OfficI rs will use care when handling all firearms and will adhere to 
prace lures contained in Assist Officer #217, dated 1/29/88. 

B. Police offie ,:r5 shall not use deadly physical force against another person unless 
they have ~ '~obable cause to believe they must protect themselves or another person 
present frOJ:) imminent death or serious physical injury. 

1. Offic' 'rS should ensure their actions do not precipitate the use of deadly force 
by pl:acing themsel\'es or others in jeopardy by taking unnecessary, o\'erly 
aggre ';si\'e or improper actions. 

C. Police offi( ers shall not discharge their fireanns to subdue a fleeing individual who 
presents nc threat of imminent death or serious physical injury to themselves or 
another pel son present. 

D. Police offi, ,:ers shall not discharge their firearms at or from a moving vehicle unless 
deadly ph) sical force is being used against the police offIcer or another person 
present, b) means other than the moving vehicle. 

I. An 0 mcer should never place himsel£'herself or another person in jeopardy 10 
an at :,empt to stop a vehicle. 

E. Police offi ,:ers will not fire warning shots under any circumstances. 

F. Police off cers shall not under any circumstances cock a firearm. Firearms must be 
fired doul1e action at a.11 times. 

G. Police 0[1 leers shall not discharge their firearms at a dog or other animal except to 
protect th ~:mselves or another person from physical injury and there is no other 
reasonatle means to eliminate the threat, or when acting consistently with existing 
Departmt 'Ot guidelines authorizing the humane destruction of injured animals. 



H. Firearms sr ')uld not be used to destroy injured animals when they are not presenting 
an immediz le threat to the officer or another person. Attempt to confine or contain 
the animal; ',nd notify Police Radto to contact the SPCA or the Pennsylvania Game 
Warden. 

1. If the ,;tbove agencies are unavailable and the severity of the injuries are such 
that tl ,e animal should be destroyed for humane reasons, an officer may do so 
upon lpproval ofhislher supervisor. 

OffiCI 'rs will first request the assistance of the S.\V.A.T. Unit personnel who 
will b,~ responsible for destroying the injured animal. lfthe)' are unavailable, 
the of:]cer may destroy it but only in the presence ofa supervisor. Usually 
one sl :,ot between the eyes or .behind the ear of the animal should be sufficient 
10 cor lplete the task. 

The 5 lreets Department wiII be notified, via Police Radio, to remove the 
carca: ,s of any deer found or destroyed by police personnel. 

2. Exige nt circumstances should be considered before discharging a weapon to 
destH y an animal (i.e., the close proximity of people and buildings, etc.) 

1. A firE ann will NOT be used as a club. 

1. A firE arm should be dra\\TI only when an officer believes a potential for 
seriol s bodily injury or imminent death to himselflherself or another person 
exist~ , 

K. A fm arm should be used only as a last resort after all other reasonable means 
of co ltainment and apprehension have been used. 

L. Inten "a1 Affairs Division \vill be notified of an)' incident involving the use of 
force by police, where an injury or complaint of an injury results from the use 
of fo' ceo Notification will be made via computer terminal. Access the t\VO 
page·'I.A.D. NOTIFICATION" form using the computer code: 
SEN )IlABUI90I. ' 

RESEARCH AND PLANNING 
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PHILADELPHIA POLICE DEPARTMENT DIRECTIVE 10 
(6/29/89 ) 

SUBJECT: DISCHARGE 'j OF FIREARMS BY POLICE PERSONNEL 

1. POLICY 

A. Members oE this department will exhaust all other reasonable means of 
apprehension and control before resorting to the use of deadly force. 
It is alsl:I the policy of this department that members will not 
unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger themselves in applying these 
guideline's to actual situations. 

1. Offic~rs will use care when handling all firearms and will adhere 
to p'I,ocedures contained in Assist Officer #217, dated 1/29/88. 

B. A police officer is justified in using deadly force when he/she 
believes that such force is necessary to prevent death or serious 
bodily irjury to themselves or to another person. 

1. Officers should ensure their actions do not precipitate the use of 
deadly force by placing themselves or others in jeopardy by taking 
unne(essary, overly aggressive or improper actions. 

C. A police officer is justified in using deadly force to prevent a 
person fleeing from arrest or police custody when all other reasonable 
means of apprehension have been exhausted and he/she believes that no 
other alternative exists to effect the arrest and he/she knows that: 

1. The lerson fleeing possesses a deadly weapon which they have used 
or il,dicates they are about to use; OR 

< 
2. The I erson fleeing should be arrested for committing or attempting 

to c~ Immit a forcible felony. 

a.. lORCIBLE FELONY - means a felony involving actual or 
lhreatened serious bodily injury • 

• 
b.. ~ 'he below listed crimes are forcible felonies: 

'1) Murder 
'2) Voluntary Manslaughter 
3) Arson endangering persons 
4) Aggravated Assault causing serious bodily injury 
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C. ThE below listed crimes are forcible felonies when their 
cOTlmission involves actual or threatened serious bodily 
in;ury: 

(5: Rape 
(6: Involuntary Deviate Sexual Intercourse 
0: Robbery 
(8: Kidnapping 

NO~ E~ Officers will, when .feasibl~ give- verbal warning to 
the fleeing felon before using deadly force. 

D. Shooting a1 a vehicle or its occupants merely to prevent flight is not 
justified .t any time. Shooting at a vehicle is considered ~he use of 
deadly force, and is only justified if the vehicle or its occupants 
present an immediate threat of death or serious bodily injury to an 
officer or another person. 

1. An off: cer should never place himself/herself or another perSon in 
jeoparcy in an attempt to stop a vehicle. 

E. Police off: cers should not shoot from a moving vehicle. 

F. Police off: cers will not fire warning shots under a.ny circumstances. 

G. The dischalge of a firearm at an animal should be employed only when 
the animal presents an immediate threat to the officer or another 
person. 

H. Firearms .slould not be used to destroy injured animals when they are 
not presen1 ing an imrnediate threat to the officer or another person. 
Attempt to confine or contain the animal and notify Police Radio to 
contact thE SPCA or the Pennsylvania Game Warden. 

1. If the above agencies are unavailable and the severity of the 
1nJuriEs are 6uch that the animal should be destroyed for humane 
reason! J an officer may do so upon approval of his/her supervisor. 

2. Exigen1 circumstances should be considered before discharging a 
weapon to destroy an animal (i.e. the close proximity of people 
and bUl ldings ~ etc. >. 

• 
l~ A firearm !hould not be held or carried in" the cocked position 

because of the hazard of an accidental discharge. 

J~ A firearm \ ill NOT be used as a club. 

K~ A firearm f hould be drawn only when an officer believes a pot"ential 
for seriou~ bodily injury or death to himself/herself or another 
person exi~ts. or in the case of a fleeing felon as outlined 
previous ly. 
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L. A firearm ihould be used only as a last resort after all other 
reasonable means of containment and apprehension have been used. 

II. REPORTING DISC lARGES OF FIREARMS 

A. The discha'~ge of any firearm, whether accidental or intentional by 
sworn pers :mnel on duty or off duty (except test or target fire at a 
bonafide pi.stol range or lawfully hunting game) J will be reported as 
follows: 

1. Officer who fired weapon will: 

a. I~nediately notify Police Radio of the occurrence and provide 
S,Hne with pertinent information regarding the need for 
s~pervisory personnel and also emergency equipment if 
re quired. 

b. Irform the first supervisor on the scene of the location(s) of 
tle crime scene<s) and the general circumstances relative to 
tle preservation and collection of physical evidence. 

c. Mcke no additional statements to anyone except personnel of 
tte Internal Affairs Division (lAD). 

2. Commarding Officer, Police Radio will: 

a. Etsure that District Supervisor is dispatched to scene. 

b. Irmediately make the following notifications: 

{I) Duty Co=ander; Detective Bureau 
(:) Internal Affairs Division 
<:) Homicide Division (only when death OCCurs or is likely to 

occur) 
(l) Detective Division of Occurrence 
(~) District of Occurrence 
(I,) District or Unit to which officer is assigned 
C') Command Inspections Bureau, if applicable 

3. First Supervisor on scene will be responsible for the following: 

a. E: ~sure" that Police Radio has been notified of the incident. 

b. D,'~termine which officer(s) fired their weapon(s) by personally 
e:':amining each officer's revolver who was present during the 
d ,scharge. 

() Any officer having ieft the scene prior to the 
supervisor's arrival, will be recalled in order'to have 
his/her weapon inspected. 
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Allow involved officerCs) to retain custody of the firearm, 
ab!ent any exigent circumstances. 

d. Em ure that' information concerning the locationCs) of the 
crime scene(s), and the general circumstances relative to the 
prEservation and collection of physical evidence is provided 
by the involved officer(s). 

e. En~ure the information in paragraph Cd) is provided to the 
as~igned investigator, or a supervisor who will remain at the 
SCEne. 

f. En~ure that the provisions of Directive #2, "Responsibility at 
thE Crime Scene" are carried out. 

g. Escort the officer. if not incapacitated, directly to lAD. If 
mOle than one (1) vehicle is required to transport the 
ofJicers who discharged their firearms, additional supervisors 
will transport these officers. 

h. ThE first supervisor on the scene. regardless of rank, will 
nol delegate the responsibility of transporting officers to 
an~ other supervisor regardless of the district/unit 
aSlignment of the officer(s) or supervisor involved. 

B. When injur: or death results from a discharged firearm, the Commanding 
Officer of the involved officer will contact the Police Department's 
Employee'Alsistance Program Office, in order to arrange confidential 
counseling, Telephone 686-8602,04 or 637-0785. 

III. INVESTIGATION 

A. The Homici( e Unit will investigate all cases involving the discharge 
of firearm: by police personnel resulting in or likely to result in 
death. 

B. The Detect:ve Division of~Occurrence of a Shooting will investigate 
all other cases involving the discharge of firearms by police 
personnel. 

1. The as! igned Detective/Homicide Division will conduct an 
invest: ,gation and will be responsible for the preparation of the 
Invest' ,gat ion Report (]S-49). 

2. Other' nvestigative units involved will coordinate their 
effort:, with the assigned Detective Division. 

c. The Intern,il Affairs Division (lAD) will assist in all of tbese cases. 
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1. The pc lice officer who fired the weapon will be interviewed by an 
lAD S1- ·ooting Team Member. 

2. A sUPf lemental report will be prepared detailing the results of 
the I~D investigation. 

D. Copies of all reports pertaining to the investigation of the discharge 
of firearn s by police personnel will be forwarded direct"ly to lAD. If 
possible, reports will be forwarded within seven 0) calendar days. 

1. Upon completion of the supplemental report, the Chief Inspector, 
Interral Investigations Bureau (lIB), will forward a complete 
report directly to the Firearms Review Board Chairman. 

IV. CUSTODY AND DISPOSITION OF FlREARNS DISCHARGED BY POLICE PERSONNEL 

A. The escort supervisor (first supervisor on s-cene) will prepare a 
Property F eceipt (75-3) at lAD containing the following: the 
firearmsls make, model, caliber, and serial number. A second Property 
Receipt (,5-3) will be prepared for the fired cartridge(s) .and unfired 
ammunitior. The lAD police Shooting Case Number will be inqicated on 
both property receipts. 

B. In accidertal discha-rges of firearms not resulting in injury, and in 
any disch~rge (accidental or intentional) resulting in the shooting of 
an animal, the discharged firearnL will be returned to the police 
officer ir accordance with the .following guidelines: 

1. When the firearm is to be returned, the assigned lAD investigator' 
will cesignate, in the description section of the Property Receipt 
contai [ling the firearm information, HFIREA"RM IS TO BE TEST FIRED 
AND RE-rURNED~" The assigned lAD investigator's signature and date 
will follow. lAD will retain the white (control) copy of the 
PropeIty Receipt for their records. . 

2. The ir~olved officer will transport the firea~m) fired 
cartrjdge(s») and u~iired ammunition and both property receipts 

" direct!!. to the Police Administration Building • 
• 

a. W1-en the Firearms Identification Unit (FlU) Room 302, is open 
(}onday thru Friday. 6:00 A.M. ~o 12:00 Midnight), FlU will 
tut f.ire and return the firearm to the involved officer. The 
tEst shots and firearm-related materials (bullets, specimens, 
ard/or fired cartridge cases) will be retained at FlU • 

• 

b. Wten FlU is closed# the Evidence Receiving Clerk-Laboratory 
Di·"ision. will aid the officer in securing his/her firearm and 
a~purtenant material in the mobile firearms storage box. A 
rE placement fire'arm will immediately be issued to that 
officer. Subsequently, the FlU will contact the officer for 
rEturn of his/h~r original firearm. 
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c. ThE firearm will not be unloaded or cleaned prior to 
ex. mination. 

d. Up(n completion cf the FlU examination. a copy of the findings 
will be forwarded to lAD and the pertinent Detective Division. 

c. In all del: berate shoot.ings (not involving animals) whether or not 
injury/death occurs and all accidental disCharges of firearms 
resulting :n injury/death, the following guidelines wilt be used: 

1. The as~igned IAD investigator will interview the involved police 
officel and determine if the firearm can be returned to the 
office] • 

2. If the firearm is to be returned to the officer. follow the 
procedlre on page 5, Section IV-B-l and 2. 

3. If the firearm is not to be returned, the assigned lAD 
invest:,gator \.o"i11 designate. in the description section of the 
Properly Receipt containing the firearm information. one of the 
follow:ng: 

a. FI1.EARM IS TO BE TEST FIRED AND RETAINED - ISSUE A REPLACEHEH 
WEJ,PON. 

b. FII,.EARM IS TO BE TEST FIRED AND RETAINED - DO NOT ISSUE 
RE]'LACEMENT WEAPON. 

4. The as:, igned lAD i nves t igator' s signature and date will follow. 
lAD wi ,,1 retain the white (control) copy of any Property Receipt 
genera "ed by that unit. 

5. The as:,igned lAD investigator will transport the firearm, fired 
cartridge(s), and unfired ammunition and both property receipts 
direct ,1 to the Police Administration Building. 

a. Wh::n the Firearms Identification Unit (FlU) is open (Monday 
th ·u Friday, 6:00 AM to 12:00 Midnight), the FlU Clerk will 
ta'::e possession of the weapon and appurtenant material. 

b. Wh ~n FlU is closed, the Evidence Receiving Clerk-Laboratory 
Di';'ision, will aid the lAD investigator in properly securing 
th~ weapon and appurtenant material in the mobile firearms 
st',lrage box. 

c. If a replacement firearm is to be issued, the involved 
of "ieer. upon leaving lAD, will proceed to FlU or Evidence 
Re,':eiving Clerk-Laboratory Division. 

6. FlU wi.1 test fire the firearm in question and forward a COpy of 
the fi"Ldings to lAD anil the pertinent Detective Divis.ion • 
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D. City-~wned Firearms 

1. lAD wiLl determine the disposition of the city-owned firearm and 
notify FlU to transport the discharged' f.irearm, fired cartridge(s) 
a~d un Eir~d ammunition to one of the fo.llowing locations: 

. a. Th:~' Evidence Custodian will place all police shooting. evidence 
in a special locker marked "CITY-OWNED FIREARMS ONLY!" 

b. Pcilice Academy, Range .Division~ will store all related 
ar::icles until released by lAD. 

2. During the second week of Jan~ary and July~ a status review of 
city-o .med firearms being retained under the above conditions .... i11 
be con"iucted by the Evidence Custodian, Police Academy, Range 
Divisbn~ and lAD to determine which weapons may be returned to 
invent Jry. 

NOTE: In iischarges of approved privately-owned r'evolvers 
carried on duty by personn~l~ the same procedure will apply. 

V. FIREARMS REVIH' BOARD 

A. The Firear:ils Review Bo.ard will function as an administrative tool to 
provide th~ Police Commiss ioner with information and recommendations 
regarding the use of deadly force by police. pe.rsonnel. 

B. The Firear'ns Review Board will be composed of: 

1. .Desig:c: ated .Deputy Commissione.r, who will act as Chairp~rson 

.2. Chief [nspector, Training Bureau· 

3. Chief [n~pector, Detective Bureau 

4. Chief [nspector. Internal Investigations Bureau 
< 

C. The Chair"I erson of t"he Firearms Review .Board will receive copies. -of 
all investigative reports' on all d~scharges of firearms by police 
personnel •. 

. 
D. The FireaI-lI1S R~view Board will examine the facts of every case in 

which a pelice officer discharges a firearm (excluding training, 
target prcctice on ~ bona fide "firing range or lawful hunting of 
game) • 
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E. The Chait?erson will convene the Board for the purpose of reviewing 
the inves~:igative reports on each case. 

1. If th'~ revieW" indicates that the officer's action was in 
accor:iance with departmental policy, the review will be terminated 
and t:le Chairperson will so notify the Police Commissioner in 
writi 19. 

2. When ,:he findings of the Board indicate a need for additional 
train~'.ng, the Chairperson will direct the Training .Bureau to 
schedlle the officer(s) for in-service training. 

a. A debriefing of all officers will be- conducted by Contuanding 
O':ficer. Advanced Training Unit. Training Bureau. or his/her 
d~signee to aid in future training programs. 

3. If th,~ review indicates that further information is required. the 
Chair lerson will schedule a hearing and summon the involved 
offic ':r(s) and any witnesses necessary to enable the Board to 
campI, ',te its review. 

4. If th,. Board determines as a result of the hearing that the 
offiCI :r' s act.ion was in <lccordance_ with departmental policy. the 
revie',' will be terminated and the Chairperson will so notify the 
Policl' Comruissioner in writing. 

S. If thl Board determines as a result of the hearing that the 
officE'rls action was not in accordance with departmental policy, 
the Cllairperson will so notify the Police Commissioner and 
reeo~lend a full hearing before the Police Board of Inquiry. 

a. II e findings of the Firearms Review Board will in no 'Way be 
d~terminative of the final disposition of any further hearing 
bEfore the Police Board of Inquiry. 

BY COM}~ND OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER 
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PHILADELPHIA POliCE DEPARTMENT 

SUBJECT: USE OF - 'HE POLICE BATON 

L PURPOSE 

DIRECTIVE 22 
(3-4-99) 

A. The principal ~ e of the baton is for defense. Officers must ensure that their use of force 
is reasonable aJ I,d necessary. The baton may be needed for blocking-and parrying or for 
counter-strikin):; teclmiques for self defense. It may also be used to control an 
aggressively re :iisting subject. However, like any weapon. its use must be limited and 
monitored. 

II. POLICY 

A. The baton shm ld not be used as an offensive weapon. It will not be used to strike an 
individual witt force intended to cause serious bodily injury or death, unless the officer 
would be justi1 i,ed in using deadly force. 

1. The preferred striking iccations are the areas of muscle in the legs (thigh and calf) 
and the arm:i (forearms and biceps), as these areas are most vulnerable to an effective 
strike. 

2. The interm :~diate areas include the elbows, knees, and ankles. These areas are 
secondary s :like zones which may cause pain or injury, but are not intended to cause 
permanent < !,amage. 

3. Personnel v:ill not strike the following restricted areas of the body, unless the officer 
would be jl.: 'itified in using deadly force: 

* head 
* chest 

* face * throat * collarbone (including the upper shoulder area) 
* abdomen * groin area 

B. Before resortil ,g to a baton strike, the officer should attempt alternate forms of control, 
such as physic 11 presence, verbal persuasion/warnings, hands-on techniques/control 
holds, OC pep I)er spray. the assistance of other officers, andlor handcuffs. 

DiRECTIVE 22 
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C. Police officers ma~ not use any more force than is necessary to overcome the resistance 
that is met. An oft i,cer must use the minimum amount of force necessary to safely bring a 
situation undec COl ,troi and/or effect an arrest. Once the aggressive or resistant offender is 
under control the c ffieer should de-escalate the situation. 

D. The use of any ob.:,~ct in place oftbe issued baton is prohibited. Should an unusual 
circumstance aris~ in which another object is used in place of the issued baton in applying 
necessary force to an individual, the involved officer will follow the same procedure for 
reporting the incic ent as outlined in Section V of this directive. 

E. Uniformed police officers and supervisors will carry the baton with them whenever they 
leave their vehicll'. It will be worn in the belt loop on the opposite side of the gun 
holster. 

F. PersOIUlel win nc i; unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger themselves in applying these 
guidelines to acn al situations. 

III. BATON DESCRlP" -rON 

A. Police officers! lay cany only the baton type issued by the Police Department, which 
shall have an 0\ ,~ralilength of 22-24 inches and a diameter of one and one-quarter • 
inches. The bat.,n shall be made of wood or fiberglass. 

1. Exception: : ·Jounted Unit personnel are issued a 3D-inch baton. 

B. There shall be r 0 modifications of, substitutions for, or additions to the issued baton. 

IV. USlNGTHEBATJN 

A. An officer rna) need to use the baton to overcome resistance to an arrest; to protect 
himselfi'hersel1 or another person(s) from bodily injury; or to prevent an individual from 
injuring thems::lves, or to prevent a suicide. 

B. Situations rna) require that the baton be held in a non-aggressive manner (e. g., tucked 
under the arm: during vehicle stops, investigations of persons, disturbances, crowds, 
removing or S .Lbduing hostile persons, or other potentially dangerous situations. 
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c. After an office" has used a baton to subdue an individual and the situation is under 

control, the su ,.pee! will be checked for injuries. If it is obvious an injwy has occurred, 
or the subject 4 :omplains of an injury, or requests medical treatment, he/she will be 
transported im mediately to the nearest hospital for medical evaluation. A Complaint or 
Incident Repo: t (75-48) will be prepared as outlined in Directive 82, Appendix C, 
"Prisoner Safe i:y". 

1. lithe indiv dual refuses medical treattnent note the refusal on the 75-48 and request 
that he/she :;ign the 75-48. lithe subject refuses to sign, also note this refusal. 
Ifwitnesse~, are present have them sign the 75-48, if possible. 

V. REPORTING 

A. If an officer(s) has used a baton upon a per.;on, the involved officer(s) will notifY a 
supervisor ane prepare a 75-48 with District Control (DC) numbers. The supervisor will 
ensure the 75-18 is completed and includes the circumstances of its use. If more than 
one officer ha! struck an individual during a single incident, only one 7548 is required 
listing all of tf e officers names. 

B. \Vhen an injur,r to a person results from the use of the baton, the Operations Room 
Supexvisor (OtS) will be responsible for ensuring that the lAD Incident Notification 
screen is fillec in completely and accurately. This screen can be accessed using the 
computer cod(: SendlIABU/901. 

C. Vlhen an injun resulting from the use of the baton occurs to a person, ajoint 
investigation conducted by the officer's supervisor and the pertinent detective 
diyision super ,,·isor will immediately commence. The pertinent detective division 
supervisor wil notify the Internal Affairs Bureau. An Investigation Report (75-49) 
will be preparl 'd by the pertinent detective division noting circumstances of the incident. 
The 75-49 v.i.l then be fOI'\varded to the commanding officer of the involved officer. 

D. A copy of the '75-48 submitted by the involved officer and the results of the joint 
investigation ~I,ill be submitted on a Memorandum (82.S.1). This memo will be 
signed by each supervisor and submitted to the commanding officer of the involved 
officer. A set :uate file "'ill be maintained for one year in the district/unit for these 
reports. 
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1. A copy oft Ie 75-49, the 75-48, and the joint investigation report will be sent to the ( 
Commandi·lg Officer, Internal Affairs Division by the involved officer's 
eommandil 'g officer. 

VI. DAMAGEDlLm T/STOLEN BATONS 

A. Damaged, los , or stolen batons shall be immediately reported by memorandlllll in-
triplicate to th e pertinent district/unit commanding officer. ' 

B. The memoran:ium must include a full explanation of the circumstances v.1llch shall be 
investigated ty the commanding officer. When the commanding officer determines 
negligence or carelessness has occurred, the officer will be subject to disciplinary action 
and/or be reql :lired to pay for its replacement. 

C. The memorar dwn shall be distributed as follows: 

1. Pertinent I ~hlef Inspector 

2. Finance C fficer 

3. Retain in listriet/unit file. 

BY COMMAND OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER 
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PB.1LAJ)!:J.PHIA PO "ICE DEPAR'l'MEN'I' DIRECTIV!! 34 
(10/23/97) 

ST.:l!JECT: PRISO.rER CONSTRAIN'rS: I!ANllCU?FS AlII> FLEX ClIFFS 

I. ~URPOSE 

A. IiaJ :idcuffS anti. flex cuffs provide an arresting/trans
po:"ting' officer vreater control over a situa.tion and. 
iUl indiVidual. However, th1s can only be achieved if 
tht'Y are properly utilizfC!. All prlsoners must be 
cal'efully watchec1 even thougll they may be in constraints. 

II. POLIcY 

A. Hm,dcuffs and flex c'Jfts are to be used by pollce 
per son."'lel to ~emporarily restrain ancl secure persons 
in [)Olic~ custody only. ~nr ARE: lmVEa TO !1'; US!:D AS 
lIEI.PONS. 

9. All persons arr9sted fOr any violation W'ill be l\an4-
cuthd. or placed in flex cutts. There Will be no 
exc1ei'tions with reg&rd to the offense. 

C. All "uniformed and invest1;atory personnel up to and i.n
clu:1ing the rank of lieutenant will be iSSUed a pair 
of :ierial-numbe.~ec! handcuffS and a keY' and are reqUired 
to :::.ilrry the1r issueQ !Wld.euffs and key Wh1le on d.uty. 
Th .. " will also be responsible for the care and 
ma.1 'ltenance of them. 

!). Int :~rnal Aftairs D1V.isicm will be notified. of any 
inc: i.d.nt involvi.r.g the use Of force ~ police, where 
an ".njUry or a complaint of an ;injury results from the 
use of toree. Notification ,,111 be made vi. ecmputer 
terJ:linal. Accell the tllO page "I.A.D. NOTIPICATION'" 
f~rn us1ng the computer corle: SEND/tABU/901. 

III. USAGE 

A. All suspectS anc1 prisoners will be hatldcu.ffec1. or flex 
cuffed behind. their backs, palm Ol:t. Randeuff&: will be 
<IouHe-lod<od. (lloub1o-1oclting prevent. the cuffs from 
tig!"tl!l1ing through tbe JDOVement ot the pr1.5Oller.) 

BXCI nION: 'lbe only except1on.s to paragraph "A" abcv. 
will be for mCicalll-soWld rea.CDs or when 
.1 t 1s imprac:tical. 

B. ISSlHd handcuffs have a universal-type key that can be 
usee! to open other City-issued handcuffs. 

c. All ',~ergency patrol w&vons (EP'WS) will be equipped with 

I 
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three (3) sets ot handcuffs. ~e:y shall net be useCl as 
the perle'lB.l property of any officer. 

D. Constrain:;s will be removed to faeil.ltate sea.rcbinq and 
processin'J only afte: the prisoner is sahly inSide the 
pertinent t'acl1ity. 

E. Flu cuff ,i are generally uti11:z:ecl during zeass arrest 
situ.J.tiolH such as narcotics arrests. Personnel Will 
not repla ::e their handcuffs with flex cuffs or 
utili~e f :.u 'cuffS whl!ll hUldcuffs are available. 

IV. rSSU}J{CE1 REPA ::a, Ah"D ru:TtJlW OF HANDCUFFS 

A. The Mater",als and Supplies supervisor, lec:ated in Room 
8-10, PAB shall be responsLble for the issuance and 
mainUnant:~e of City-owned. handcuffs. In addition, he/she 
sball maintain a record of all City-owned. handcuffs. 

S. Damaged, cLefeetive, lost or stolen handcuffs and keys 
shall be ; ,:c:mediately reported ~ memorandum to the 
pertinent dlst~ict/unit e~ini officer. 

C. Thelse 101', or stolen cust include a full uple.natlon of 
the cirCut~lstance5 Which shall ~e investigated by the 
c::onmandinn officer. When the investig'&tJ.o."'I. reveals 
negligenct! or carelessness, the officer will :be subject 
to Cliseip:, inary a.cti~ .l,d/or be required to pay for 
their rep:,acement. 

D. 'l'he memorulClum shall be distrib'Jtaci as folloW's t 

1. Orig1ral - Materials and Supplies supervisQr 

2. 1st ccpy - retained in 41strict files 

3. 2nd cC,PY - F.i.nance Office 

E~ Personnel leaving the employment of the Police 
Department will return C1ty-owned tuL~c::utfs to the 
Materials ilnd SLlPplie& Inventory Control Office .. 
A represerl'tative will furnish a hanc!cuff clearance 
receipt te the officer. 

v. nrSPEC'1'IOH 

A. the lie.utell&n.t or subordinate supervisor shall i.nspe:ct 
officE'S f~lr possession of handcuffs dail.y a.t roll cal1. 
Over the c :)urse of a tour of duty, they w111 be checkec! 
for ~0P4r cperat~on. 

n. Commanding ofticers shall make manthlY in$pectiOll, of 
all handcu I~ts to ~sure they are bung carried anc! are 
workl.ng- pr :>perly. 
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IIY COM!WiD OP or"" POLIC>: COMMISSIONER 
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FOOnlOT£ I!EVISIOlI 
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GENERAL:IlB1B G3Ill/!9 15:11:19 FROM RSPL TO liT R~CEIPl NO.7~~. PACE 1 OF 1. 
., ALI. COMMANDING OFFICERS 

SUBJECT' CHANGE TO DIRECTIVE .+a ENTITLED CHEMICAL MACE 

1. CHEMICAL MACE IS NO LONGEi AUTHORIZED EQUIPMENT OF THE PHILADELPHIA POLIC;; 
DEPARTMENT. 

, , 

Z. CHEMICAL KACE HI., BEEN REPLACED BY PEPPER SPRAY - OLEORESIN CAPSICUM (OC) 
SPRAY. 

3. EFFECTIVE IMHEOHTEl.Y, DIRECTIVE ioU. ENTITLED CHEMICAl. MACE IS'DELnED. 

4. DIRECTIVE Hi, Ai'PENOIX A, ENTITLED PEPPER SFRA! • OLEORESIN CAPSICUI! (OC) 
SPRAY WILL NOW B ;~CDME DIRECTIVE *43. ENTITLED PEPPER SPRAY - OU:ORESIN 
CAPSICUM (OCI SPlAY. 

~. COMMANDING OFPIC.RS WILL ENSURE THU ALL PERSONNEL UNDER THEIR COMMAND 
RECEIVE A COPY 0 i' THIS CHA,NGE BY HAVING THE OFFICER SIGN THEIR TRAINING 
MATERIAL RECEIPT 'RECORD. FORM n-~7B. 

.' 

. 
" 

.!OHN TIMONEY 
POLICE COMMISSIONER 
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PHILADELPHIA peLICE DEPARTMENT DIRECTIVE 43 
(11130/95) 

APPENDIX "A" 

SUBJECT: PEPPEl< SPRAY - OLEORESIN CAPSICUM (O.C.) SPRAY 

I. POLICY 

A. The use of :).C Spray constitutes a "police use of force". Police personnel are 
justified in dle use of D.C. Spray, a less-than-Iethal weapon, when they reasonably 
believe it t(, be necessary: 

1. To defc nd themselves or another from bodily injury. 

2. To safe ly subdue an individual who is actively resisting an officer~s efforts to 
arrest ( r take him/her into custody, when successful apprehension would require 
the offi i::er to increase the level of necessary force (beyond just verbalization and 
escortll ,antral holds) in order to safely arrest or take the individual into custody. 

3. To safe Iy effect any police action in which the use of physical force is justified in 
accord:mce with Title 18 Pa. C.S.; Chapter 5 of the Pennsylvania Crimes Code, 
such a~: involuntary commitment, prevention of escape, prevention of suicide, 
dispers;:ng riotous persons, etc., and other applicable state and federal statutes. 

B. In all case~. the officers' actions ~ust be based solely in response to the actions of 
the subjecll:s), along with the attending facts and circumstances, which would cause 
the officer to reasonably believe he/she has been placed in fear of imminent bodily 
injury in C lrrying out those police actions, 

NOTE: II is also the policy of this Department that personnel will not unnecessarily 
(r umeasonably endanger themselves in applying these guidelines. 
I 'urthennore, it is the policy of this Department that O.C. Spray is not 
i ,ltended to be used as a su'tlstitute when the officer is justified in the use of 
( eadly force in accordance with the policy outlined in Directive #10, 
, Discharge of Firearms by Police Personnel" . 

C. Prior to i1 S issuance and authorization to carry O.C. Spray, all sworn Police 
Departmen.t personnel wili satisfactorily complete the O.C. Spray training course 
given by he Training Bureau, Firea~s Training Unit. 
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D. Personnel will carry only the approved-type O.C. Spray equipment. Presently, the.-. 
Def-Tec FirSi Defense MK·III projector and holster are authorized. 

E. Once a violet t person has been safely taken into custody and is under control, there 
is no further, ustification for the continued use of O.C. Spray. O.C. Spray will not 
be used at ralldom or as a threat of its intended use to gain compliance or 
information. 

II. PROCEDURE 

A. This weapon :?roduces a high-pressure stream of liquid with an approximate effective 
maximum rall,ge of 10-12 feet. This weapon can be used against subjects that are 
acting in a vi ')lent manner, intoxicated, mentally deranged, or in a drug-induced 
state. 

B. In delivering the spray. the point of aim will be DIRECTLY INTO THE FACE 
(EYES, Nm E AND MOUTH). It is recommended that delivery be in two (2) one
half (112) sec ond bursts. 

CAUTIONA tY NOTE: Due to the force of the liquid stream, spraying O.C. Spray 
directly into the eyes from a distance of less than three (3) 
feet could cause permanent eye injury. 

III. EFFECT OF 0.:. SPRAY 

A. Oleoresin C: psicum (O.C.) is an inflammatory agent and is naturally derived from 
oils and resi: IS of the cayenne pepper plant. O.C. is considered a less-than-Iethal 
weapon syst::m. O.C. Spray causes an intense burning sensation of the skin and 
mucous mer lbranes. 

B. O.C. Spray has a near-immediate effect on the individual sprayed. Once sprayed. an 
individual's eyes will reflexively close because of the burning, tearing and swelling 
of the eyes, lue to dilation of the capillaries. Subject usually becomes disoriented 
and is likel~ to lose their balan:e. When inhaled, the respiratory tract is inflamed, 
resulting in a swelling of the mucous membranes lining the breathing passages and 
temporarily restricting breathing to short, shallow breaths. The subject may 
experience ::hoking, gagging and gasping for breath. Other effects include burning 
sensation 0'" the skin. While temporary incapacitation occurs rapidly ~ the effects of 
O.C. Spra) subside after about 30 minutes. 

C. Because of its debilitating effects, officers should never spray O.C. into the wind 
where they could be sprayed by blowback. 
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D. Because 6f (:i.C. 's effects on their respiratory systems and their susceptibility to 
breathing di!ficulties, care should be taken to ensure infants, children and the elderly 
are not spra~ 'ed. 

IV. OFFICER'S RESPONSIBILITIES WHEN UTILIZING O.C. SPRAY 

A. First Aid C~ re and Decontamination of Subjects Sprayed by D.C. 

1. Before a :lempting to administer any first aid assistance or initiating 
decontaI lination to a subject sprayed with D.C. who is to be arrested or taken 
into eUS1 :)dy, officers will ensure that the subject is safely secured by use of 
handcuf:'s in accordance with procedures outlined in Directive #34. 

2. Calm th:: subject down; reassure him/her that the effects of the spray are 
tempora 'yo 

3. Expose he subj~t to fresh air Rnd if available at the scene of the arrest, flush 
the cont'lminated area with large amounts of water. 

4. Transpo::t the subject to the nearest hospital for evaluation and treatment. Take 
the O.C, canister used during the arrest along with the subject to the hospital. 

a. Mon tor subject during transponation to hospital for any sign of respiratory 
distrl's5. 

b. If thi' subject is or bec6mes unconscious, transport as an emergency hospital 
case in accordance with the procedures outlined in Directive #63. The subj ect 
shOll ;,d be transported lying on his/her side. 

c. Prepre a separate 75-48 for a hospital case in accordance with Directive #63. 
For "description of injury", list O.C. contamination in addition to any other 
inju"ies. Also, list any decontamination treatment administered by hospital 
stafl. After arrival at the hospital, if the subject refuses medical treatment, 
note "refused medical t~eatment" on the 75-48 and have treating physician 
-sigr. 

5. After i rrival at the hospital, have subject wash contaminated area with soap and 
water' 0 remove any resin remaining on the skin. 
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6. Where a )plicable, after arrival at the hospital, have subject remove contact 
lenses al,d properly wash them. 

NOTE: Seriousfpennanent eye damage can result if contacts are not removed 
within four-six (4-6) hours after exposure. Do not replace contact 
lenses back into the eyes until they have been properly cleaned. 

7. To deeD ltaminate a premises indoors, ventilate by opening doors and windows. 
O.C. Sp' .. y should dissipate in about 15 to 45 minutes. 

B. Reporting tt, Use of O.C. Spray 

1. \Vhen t1:"ls weapon is used, an additional 75-48 will be submitted for the incident 
noting tJle use ofO.C. Spray in the "details" section. 

2. Prepare ::he "O.C. Spray Usage Report". 

a, com~ .lete all pertinent sections 

b. sign; :,nd date 

c. subrr it completed report to the commanding officer of assigned district/unit 
after it has been approved by the officer's immediate supervisor. 

d. Com nanding officers of districts/unit~ will ensure that the original signed and 
apprl)ved copy of the "Report" is sent to the Commanding Officer, Firearms 
Trail ling Unit no later than five (5) days after use of the weapon. 

3. Rankin:~, supervisor of the district/unit will notify lAB whenever D.C. Spray is 
utilized, Notification will be made via computer message utilizing the lAD 
Incideni: Notification Form. Refer to Conunissioner's Memorandum 88-1, dated 
0111511;8. 

V. TRAINING 

A. Certificati, n to Carry O.C. Spray 

1. Prior t.l being issued and authorized to carry O.C. Spray, personnel must attend 
the O. C. Spray Training Course given by the Training Bureau, Firearms 
Trainil :lg Unit. 
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2. Personnel not trained and certified to carry D.C. Spray WILL NDT ·be 
authorize(1 to carry/use D.C. Spray while on duty. 

3. Arrangerr ent for training will be made by the Firearms Training Unit. 

V!. ISSUANCE, ST< 'RAGE AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE 

A. Initial Equipr lent Issue 

1. All O.C. 'Spray equipment will be issued by the Firearms Training Unit. 

2. All swan personnel that have successfully completed O.C. Spraytrainingwill 
be issued a MK-IIT O.C. Spray projector and carrying case. 

3. All swan personnel receiving O.C. Spray equipment will be required to fill out 
an O.C. :::pray projector inventory control card. Inventory control cards will be 
kept on f [e by the Firearms Training Unit. 

B. Safe Storage 'f D.C. Spray 

1. Always t 'eat O.C. Spray equipment as a weapon and store in a secure place 
when not on duty. As with city-owned firearms, O.C. Spray projectors will not 
be kept i L vehicles. 

2. Do not S' ore in temperatures above 120 degrees Fahrenheit. 

C. Replacemenl ofIssued D.C. Spray Projectors 

1. Officers authorized to carry D.C. Spray will periodically check the 
manufac ::urers date on the side of their projector/canister to ensure that it has not 
expired. Expiration dates can be detennined by adding four (4) years to the 
manufacture date printed on the projector/canister. If the projector/canister is 
expired :)r they are damaged. leak, or are empty from usage, they will be 
replace, by reporting with the expired canister to -the Firearms Training Unit. 

2. The hot rs for replacement of D.C. Spray canisters are Monday through Friday, 
8:00 a.l!l. to 4:00 p.m. Prior to reissue, all sworn personnel will be required to 
update 1 'heir D.C. Spray equipment inventory control card. 
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D. Replacement lfLost or Stolen O.C. Spray Equipment 

1. Lost or st lIen O.C. Spray equipment will be reported to the district of 
occurrenc .,. Normal reporting procedures are to be followed and a 75-48 and 
75-49 wil be submitted. 

2. Sworn Pe 'sonnel will: 

a. preparl': a memorandum, in triplicate, to their commanding offker, fully 
explait ing the circumstances surrounding the loss or theft. 

b. along ',,rith the approved memorandum, report to the Commanding Officer, 
Firean I]S Training Unit, for issue of a replacement projector/canister. 

3. Conunanl,ing Officer will: 

a. reviev. and approve the memorandum and pennit the officer to obtain 
replacl'ment O.C. Spray equipment. 

b. obtain from the detective division of occurrence a copy of the investigative 
report: concerning the loss or theft of the O.C. Spray equipment and conduct 
a full nvestigation. 

4. Distribut on of Memorandum: 

a. Origh al - Commanding Officer', Firearms Training Unit 

b. First I 0PY - retained in district file 

c. Secor:l. copy - Finance Office 

5. When tb:~ commanding officer's investigation reveals that the loss or theft was 
due to n ,:gligence or carelessness on the part of the officer, helshe will be subject 
to discij,linary action andlor be required to pay for all1ostlstolen equipment. 

D. Return ofI,;ued O.C. Spray Equipment 

1. Upon n tirement or termination of employment, all sworn personnel issued o.c. 
Spray \'I ill return projector and holster to the Firearms Training Unit. 

2. The Fir :anns Training Unit will ensure the return of equipment is noted on the 
o.c. SI!faY Inventory Control Card. 
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COMMANDING OFFICER'S RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Those outliJ led in Section III,B and V,C. 

B. Cornmandit g officers will ensure that all sworn personnel under their command are 
trained and:ertified in the use of O.C. Spray before they carry it wh;'e on dUty. 

C. Commandir g officers will ensure that sworn personnel under their command, who 
have been i::sued O.C. Spray equipment, periodically check their projector/canisters 
for damage. leaks or expiration dates. 

B i COMMAND OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER 
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PHILADELPHIA POLICE DE' 'ARTMENT DIRECTIVE 112 
(3/29/89) 

SUBJECT: CANINE PATRO'. 

1. POLICY 

• 

A. Use of a can,~ne in effecting an arrest constitutes either an actual or 
implied use ')f force. Therefore, police -canine handlers and their 
supervisors ,;ill be fully aware of all facts and circumstances 
surrounding 'm incident before the deeis'ion is made to use a canine :. ... r 
other than d :~terrent or control purposes. 

B. Police dogs ,ire tools that canine officers may use to effect an arrest 
when physical resi:!ftance to that arrest is met by the officer. Police 
officers may not use any more force than is necessary to overcome the 
resistance tilat is met. 

C. All dogs will be kept on lead. per City Ordinance,. except .in the COl""<;e 

of building ')r field searches. or when warranted and justified for the 
apprehension of a fleeing criminal suspect or to prevent injury to the 
officer or Cl':1other person • 

~ USE OF CANINES 

-----

A. The use of canine patrol is authorized for the following: 

1". To detel criminal activity and to assist in the prevention and 
detectic n of crime. -

2. To effect the arrest or prevent the escape of a person whom the 
police c,fficer has probable cause to believe has committed a felony. 

3. To protl':ct the officer or another person(s) from bodily injury. , 
B. Canine team; will be used for the following: 

1. To sear ::h buildings where a possible unlawful entry is indicated or 
detectel, or where d. suspect may be hiding wh:!n such buildings are 
reasonal)ly believed to be clear of innocent persons, and after clear 
warning by police is given prior to deployment of the dog. When the 
services of a K-9 team are anticipated for a search. every effort 
will bE made by the first police officers on the scene to avoid 
contamination of the area with human scent by preventing any 
unnece~sary persons from entering the area, including police 
officel s. 
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a. District Supervisors will respond to assignments of this 
o.,ture. tn the event a canine team is not available, and will 
O<'t be available in a reasonable amount of time, the supervisor 
01" the scene will ensure a building search is conducted by 
d: strict patrol personnel. 

2. T~ trac.k suspects, lost or missir ... :: !Jersons, hidden implements of 
crime(~,) or other contraband, explosive devices, or narcotics. 

C. Use of can:,ne patrol fOr deterrent purposes at specified events for 
crowd contl'ol or to control access to any facility will only be upon 
approval 0: Captain and above. 

D. Any use of canine teams not specifically authorized above will be 
effected ody upon the approval of the Police Commissioner or designee. 

III. RESPONSIBILITI1:S 

A. Canine off: cer will: 

1. Utilizl' his/her assigned dog in accordance with section 11 of this 
direct "ve. 

2. Be ful' ,y responsible and accountable for all actions of the assigned 
dog wh: ,Ie in the performance of duty and during off-duty hours. 

3. When rl::ceiving an order from a superior to use the dog in a manner 
which 1,rould conflict with, departmental policy or in a manner which 
would i:>e unsafe for the dog, call such conflict to the attention of 
the SU 'ferior and notify his/her canine supervisor. A Form 75-48 
will b"l prepared and submitted through channels to the Commanding 
Office '~, Canine Unit, describing the incident. 

4. Maintai~n his/her assigned canine at a high level of proficiency and 
peak p '\ysical condition. 

5. Immediltely notify canine supervisor when his/her dog is involved in 
any in::ident on or off duty, and follow the procedures outlined in 
sectio'l IV. , 

6. Under the direction of the Canine Supervisor or Commanding Officer. 
CaninE' Unit, return his/her dog to the Canine Unit when becoming ill 
or in: ured. 

a. Ultil certified capable of handling the dog by a competent 
al;thority, the handler will not be permitted to perform with the 
dt>8 as a team. 

b. U'lon returning to duty and being certified capable of handling 
t'le dog, the team will be re-evaluated by a canine trainer and 
s Ipervis or. 
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c. Sho,lld a determination be made that the officer cannot perform 
the duties of a handler without aggravating a past lnJury or 
ilbess. he/she will be excluded froill the position of canine 
har: Her. 

7. Report all injuries and illnesses suffered by the canine dog to the 
Commanding Officer, Canine Unit, and the departmental veterinarian 
as soor as possible. 

a. A11 illnesses or lnJuries of an emergency nature will be 
imrr,ediately reported to the departmental veterinarian at the 
Car ine Unit. 

8. On foot patrol, the canine officer will not leave his/her dog 
unatterded in a public place. 

9. WheneVEr a canine officer leaves his/her dog alone in a vehicle, the 
dog wi)l be secured to ensure he is not able to exit the vehicle 
without the assistance of his handler. 

10. While (n foot patrol, the canine officer will request Police Radio 
to sene a non-canine officer to enforce minor offenses unless 
immedi.te action is necessary. For example: intoxication, smoking 
on the ~ransit system, fare-jumping, sleeping in the concourse or on 
the tr,nsit system, or other similar offenses. 

B. canine SupErvisor will: 

1. Superv: se and deploy canine teams. 

2. Be ava: lable to respond to serious situations involving canine teams 
to ensll.re that. no direct.ive procedures are violated and t.o instruct. 
the in: I,ividual hand ler. 

3. Make r' ,commendations to the Commanding Officer, Canine Unit.. of any 
discre'fancies. 

4. Upon r '~sponding to a canine incident) confer with the district 
patrol supervisor, if one is present. 

5. Be res!,onsible for evaluating the performance of canine teams in the 
field. 

6. EnsurE t.hat required canine incident reports are submitted to the 
Commarding Officer. Canine Unit. 

7. When < canine handler becomes injured or ill) follow directions in 
Secti(n III-A-6. 

8. Canin4 Sergeant will not be accompanied by a dog. 
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C. The first stpervisor (canine or non-canine) on the scene of an incident 
where a building search will be conducted and where a canine team has 
been requested will: 

1. Inform canine handler as to point of entry, known hazards within the 
buildin!, etc. 

2. Ensure 1hat possible routes of escape from building are covered 
until SE arch is completed. 

3. Ensure 1 hat no persons, including police, enter the building during 
the sea:'ch. 

4. Resu:ne ".11 unnecessary manpower and equipment. 

D. Commanding Elfficer~ Canine Unit, will: 

1. Evaluat ~ each incident and submit recommendations 
Officer" Advanced Training Unit, Police Academy. 
page 5. ;, 

to Commanding 
(See Section IV I 

2. Ensure ;hat assigned canine teams are properly supervised. deployed, 
and uti!.ized. 

3. Ensure ,:hat all canine incident reports are forwarded through the 
chain oE command to the Training Bureau, Advanced Training Unit, 
within '.8 hours of the incident. 

4. Ensure :hat all ACTIVE can~ne teams receive a minimum of three (3) 
days ir:'-service training four (4) times each year. Evaluation of 
the officer and the canine as to performance, dependability, 
stability, an1 expertise will be made during each session. 

S. Ensure that all dogs are inspected on a regular basis to maintain 
fitnes!. health, and capability to function in a patrol status. 

6. Evalua1 e the fitness of handler and/or canine. and evaluate the ne.ed 
for tr,!.iningI if any. 

7. Direct the canine officer to return his/her dog to. the Canine Unit 
when h'dshe becom.es ill or injured and cannot perform with the dog 
as a t ~am. 

E. All canine incidents involving a bite or damage to property will be 
investigat'ed by the Detective Division of Occurrence. The assigned 
investigator will: 

1. Conduct a complete investigation and prepare all required ,reports. 

2. FOrwa:'d a copy of the Investigation Report 05-49) to the Comm.anding 
Offic<':r l Advanced Training. 
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3. Include in the 75-49 a description of the use of the canine and 
circumstances surrounding such use. The 75-49 will be specific and 
detaile(, with all facts relative to the incident included in the 
report. 

4. Include photogn:.?hs of the damage/injury which ~:.ll remain a part of 
the inVEstigative record. 

F. The investi~ating division supervisor will ensure compliance with 
provisions cutlined in Section III-E. 

IV. REPORTING OF IN(IDENTS 

A. Anytime, on or off-duty, that a city-owned dog is involved in any 
incident relulting in nn injury or damage to property (including thL 
handler and/or members of the handler's family), the handler ~ust submit 
City Solicilor's Report 75-213 and a Complaint or Incident Report 
05-48). (]Iistrict Control Number must be on all reports.) The 75-213 
report will be submitted by the Commanding Officer, Canine Unit, and a 
copy forwarc.ed by that commander to the Commanding Officer, Advanced 
Training Un: t, Police Academy, to arrive no later than 48 hours after 
the inciden:. Contents of the report must be specific. If the action 
of the bitt.'n in::l.ividual caused the reaction of the dog, so state. '-"'d. 
describe. 

1. Personnl,1 of the district of occurrence will refer to Directive 
4F83, "RI'porting Non-Vehicular Accid.ents When City May Be Liable." 
and com::,ly with its contents. 

B. All inciden:s involving a bite or damage to property will be 
investigate ,[ by the Detective Division of occurrence, and an 
Investigati m Report (75-49) will be submitted. with a copy of the 75-49 
forwarded t 'j the Command ing Officer. Advanced Training. lnves t igat ion 
will inc Iud '! photographs of the damage/injury, which will remain part of 
the investi ':ative record. 

C. Further, on all assignments when the canine is used or has had any 
effect on a specific situation. the handler must submit a separate 
75-48, with the same district control number, through channels, to 
Commanding Officer, Advanced Training Unit, Police Academy. The 75-48 
must be conplete. thorough, and describe in as much detail as possible 
the nature of the assignment, to what use the dog was put. and the 
results. (Those situations which demand reports include, but are not 
limited to! arrests, apprehensions. building searches, field searches, 
article se1rches, alley searches, tracking, disorderly crowds, 
disturbancl:s. pursuits. narcotics detection, exit/entrance control, 
explosive .;evice detection.) 
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D. Operations Room Supervisor will notify the Canine Unit by telephone as 
soon as thi: facts are available regarding any canine incident. This 
informatiol will be noted on the 75-67 (Daily Complaint Summary) 
[Sending aId Receiving Sheetl. both at the District/Unit and at the 
Canine Unil • 

V. EVALUATION OF (ANINE INCIDENTS 

A. The Comrnan( ing Officer. Advanced Training Unit. will: 

1. Mainta: n records of all incidents involving canine teams. 

2. Evaluale all incidents to ensure compliance with departmental 
policii's and procedures, and submit a monthly report to the Police 
Commis: ioner. through channels, regarding any such violations. 

B. These repo~ts will be reviewed by a panel appointed by the Police 
Commissionl'r. who will recommend to him appropriate action. if 
necessary. 

VI. REQUEST FOR US1, OF CANINES BY OUTSIDE POLICE DEPARTMENTS OR AGENCIES 

A. Outside re':,uests by other police departments or agencies for canine 
services w ,1.1 be upon the authorization of the Police Commissioner or 
designee. 

,VII. RESPONSIBILITY 

A. It will be the responsibility of all canine patrol officers as well as 
their Unit Supervisors and Commanders, to be familiar with this 
directive, and to comply with ite provisions • 

• 
BY COMMAND OF THE POLICE CO~MISSIONER 
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EXHIBIT C-VB INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS 1997-1998 



EXHIBITC 

Use of Force-li:.B Internal Investigations 1997 

Review of 25 lAB Internal investigations into use of force initiated in 1997 and 
completed by Ju Ile 1, 1998; because investigations can involve more than one 
civilian, officer, lDdlor type of force used, totals will exceed 25. 

Nature of force, :lleged: 

Use ofblackjac": 9 (7 head strikes) 

Use of baton: 4 (4 head strikes) 

Punch/Slap: 5 

Handcuff too tig ht: 3 

Fall: 2 

Injury inside E1 W: 2 

Kick: 1 

Slamming into ~ round, car, etc.: 1 

Choking: 1 

Head strike wit1 firearm: 1 

Head strike witl, radio: 1 



Nature ofInjury ,~lleged (excluding claims disproven by investigation) 

Minor abrasionlc 'lntusion: 

Laceration to he2 dlscalp: 

Wrist injury (fro: n handcuffs): 

Nose fracture: 

Paralysis: 

Death in custody (drug overdose): 

Selfeinflicted lace ;:-ation: 

lAB Findings: 

Exonerated: 

Use of force "'itb n policy: 

Sustained: 

Not sustained: 

Unfounded: 

10 

9 (sutures required in 5 cases) 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7 (Retraining recommended in 3 
cases) 

6 (Retraining recommended in 4 
cases) 

9 (2 cases resulted in arrest and 
dismissal of officer) 

4 

2 
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EXHIBIT D 

Use of Force-I;;JJ CAP Investigations 1997 

Review of invest gations of 167 citizen complaints, involving 172 complainants, filed 
in 1997 and com ;lIeted by June I, 1998 in which excessive or improper use of force 
by an officer age inst a civilian was alleged. Because investigation can iDvolve more 
than one civilian, officer, andlor type of force used, totals will vary. 

Nature of force llieged: 

Touch/ShovelPu l;hIPulVGrab: 59 

Punch/Slap: 34 

Slamming into ~ round, car, etc.: 24 

Fight/Scume: 18 

Use orBaton: 15 

Handcuff too ti~ ht: 14 

Kick: 10 

Choke: 7 

Use of Blackjacl ';: 6 

Tackle: 5 

Other restraint: 4 

Frisk (injury to groin): 4 

Weapon pointe,!. at civilian: 3 

Struck with rad :io: 1 

Struck with fin 'arm: 1 

Fall: 1 

Other: 3 



Underlying Cir, umstances 

Arrest: 

Car stop: 

Pedestrian stop: 

In custody: 

58 

23 

9 

3 

Nature ofInjuri Alleged (excluding claims disproven by investigation): 

None: 

Minor abra'sioll (contusion: 

Pain (as only c( mplaint): 

Laceration to b ~~ad/scalp: 

\Vrist injury/p~ in caused by handcuffs: 

Laceration (ot~ er than to head): 

Fractured jaw: 

Fractured tootl 'l: 

Fractured nose: 

76 

43 

11 

11 

10 

2 

1 

1 

1 



------_._-

lAB Findings: 

Sustained: 17 

Exonerated: 31 

Unfounded: 37 

Not sustained: 75 

\Vithdrawn: 9 

Frivolous: '2 

(39 Complainan1 s failed to cooperate in the investigation, 3 complainants recanted 
their claims, and 3 could not be located by lAB). 



EXHIBIT E-L:nGATION DATA, USE OF FORCE CLAIMS 1994-1998 

, 



EXHIBIT E-LI rIGATION DATA, USE OF FORCE CLAIMS 1994-1998 

LITIGHION DATA-USE OF FORCE CLAIMS 1994-1996 

YEAR OF SET1 LEMENT 1994 1995 1996 

NUMBER OF C"AlMS SETTLED 63 80 66 

TOTAL COST $3,873,925 6,505,123 2,948,650 

AVERAGE CO! T PER CASE $60,919 81,314 44,677 

L T1GATION DATA-USE OF FORCE CLAIMS 1997-1998 

YEAR OF SET 'LEMENT 1997 1998 

NUMBER OF ( LAiMS SETTLED 72 (1 trial verdict) 60 (2 trial 
verdicts) 

TOTAL COST $2,980,200 S3,340,813 

AVERAGE CO ;T PER CASE $41,392 S55,680 

YEAR OF INC DENT GIVING ruSE TO LIABILITY 
1997 , 15 
1996 16 15 
1995 30 19 
1994 15 4 
1993 6 2 
1992 3 1 
1991 2 0 



LITIGATION DATA 1997-1998 (continued from previous page) 

SETTLEMENl RANGES 1997 1998 

Less thar $S,OOO 9 5 
5S,OOO-1 >,000 14 11 
,1O,OOI-tS,OOO 24 21 
$25,001-;0,000 17 11 
$SO,OOI-100,OOO 4 7 
SISO,OO( I 2 
,22S,Oo( 0 I 
,2S0,OO( 2 0 
,32S,OO( 0 I 
S7SO,OO( I 0 
51,235,0 )0 0 1 



LITIGATION DATA-1997-1998 (continued) 

NATURE OF FO RCE USED ( Note - Based on analysis of claim in settlement 
recommendation; : :ome cases include more than one plaintiff or more than one type of force): 

1997 1998 

Struggle while cIa mant being 
Restrained or take 1 into custody 19 22 

Striking with fist ( r kicking 18 17 

Pushing or shovin ~ 5 o 

Use cfBaton 20 11 

Use of Blackjack 3 3 

Use of flashlight 4 1 

Use of Handcuffs 5 8 

Use ofOC Spray 1 o 

Use of Battering I.am 1 o 

EPW Transport* 0 1 

Firearm - PointinJ ' 2 o 

Firearm - Used /a,: club 4 1 

Firearm - Dischat :~e 6 3 

*Claimant suffen d severe spinal cord injury when propelled into side ofEPW at sudden stop. 



LITIGATION DATA-1997-1998 (Continued) 

NATURE OF I~ JURIES SUSTAINED BY CLAIMANT 

1997 1998 

Non-pennanent I: !,cerations, contusions, 
Abrasions, or pai t ( only injury alleged 
or proven) 45 20 

Head/scalp injU!) from use of 
BatonIBlackjack 11 11 

Wrist injury/pain from use of 
handcuffs 5 8 

Fracture 
Ankle I 0 
Ann I 3 
Elbow I 0 
Finger 0 2 
Hand/wri ;t 3 0 
Jaw I 1 
Leg 1 2 
Nose 0 1 
Orbital A ·ea 1 2 
Rib 1 1 
Tooth 2 1 

Shoulder, Neck, )ack, disc injury 
(including spraill and strain) 2 5 

Knee injury (lig;; ment tear 
or similar inj ury :~equiring surgical 
repair) 1 2 

Leg or foot - pel manent injury 1 1 

Loss of hearing 1 0 

Concussion 0 3 



LITIGATION DATA 1997-1998 (Continued) 

NATURE OF IN JURIES SUSTAINED BY CLAIMANT (Continued) 

Other significant 1 rauma, i.e., joint 
dislocation, sever 'laceration, severe 
soft tissue Ll1.jUry 

Spinal cord injury resulting 
in paralysis 

Gunshot wound - I\n.imal 

Gunshot wound - '10nfatal 

Gunshot wound - ::atal 

Other fatal inj ury 

1997 

1 

o 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1998 

6 

1 

o 

2 

1 

o 



EXHIBIT F-PIILICE DEPARTMENT TELETYPE NOTIFICATION FORM 



j;I-~i'ti::.r-,~11 .. : 7',,: 1 i ''::';·.~/·I j ,I'll" 'I (,: ~14: .,'(-1 I" r,i.ljvl .i.1~li~LI .. ! 1.1 

11'~jFr',r~HL Mt-"r'tiJt{;;i 1i1.''';Jo.tUN - i.1~\:t.II~;~( NUll/-· L, ... ~:ji J.ljl'~ 
J)..l;.)·t/UNll-f~d 1 J i~'l ~:t! Bl: ____________________________________ _ 

t-'-A'(kOLL. 1'..j{,11'1 _____ _ 

1-'~RSlji~ i~l_JH~'i·I'Al .. (~EJj n.lt::1J WHJi.-i-:: 
pU~"ii AS A j.;1-.~lJLt OF j--'(H .. i Cf AI.:"f J Ol~ 

liI--- bt-'o \ IJU ut>t. 
u;:"'t:. 
US-i":: 

( ir-
\.Ii-

t;,L.~j( :1\ 
I d,. 

. ..JH\.;K l-i.~~:AK~l l}]_Sl.;H~K'~t ~) (Ir-~'l~;~'K(S) 

tli 'j" rr:i"~ B y ~·Ul._ (Le: LAN 1 Nf-_ 
u:-,~_ tH- ; i'j"Hr"t<- .I. ro.l::i'i t'-.UI'Ii:~N I 

l;l.:i_;dKrNLI:. l.Ul~H'f.t:lJJ-I 

ut-' j--·ULJ.Ct;:· Piit}->lJ.l-1 
.~ .. 

-- -------------------------- - - - ------ - -- - ---+---:--- - ----"" 
II~d F _________ r ~.hl:. ____________ 11e NUi'1bEk ______________ _ 
ut-:t- !:k()HN t' t~AMr.:. _____________________________ 1'11.1::: ___ Sf::X _ kAL:t-______ _ 

l!t:i-'f.:.f~i)Hi'l r ~1i.HiK.ES:-j ______________________________ ~'lk~(E>n !::i) ___ (-li=.b Uri f-Id I 
j)t-_i_'b'WANl Hl.lSt:'.i fAL _" _______ _ uP.. 
j)~~~Nl)AN-I· AI)Ml"j"·[-f.lj ___ ,·(~.s uk NLJ) l~uNl)l-lrUN _____________________________ _ 
lJr-i_ fl:t-~k IN.JUt-u::n (YI::::-; UK. NU i r~J)fl.l n-I:::.I) (YI:-.S Uk NU) 
O~'~LLEk HIJ~i_'].·I"AI .. __________________________ UR. ___________________________ _ 
\,l~r_(t;EI~ l:I.INI).I:·I"J:()N _________________________ J.N,"JlJRl~b _________________ . _____ _ 
r-' Iii NHMi:. (b) ________ " ________________ f'AYRu!.L NUt"! ______ l) lS'[ fUN:1. 'j' 

f.~t.~O(i":.~;,!d :··i~:"l1 ~·j~::/iif..,"t -i(:i.(-i.:i.~:,(, t-f.;uf-i l.t;t;U -("fl i.J:-:i'f Kr-_:i;t.U:-·-( NiJ:·li i'. I~'~:d,t;:' 0'.:. ,_I, 

I:?IJJ i>ilJr.l:t--IL'~'r'(i.iN r'MI~j~ 

----------------_._---- --------------------------------------------------
----------------------,------_._._-----------------------------------------
i!.fSCHAR.~t:. Ut-- I--·.l(-{I:-~Ak.i"'l;i ___ ('r't-~:~ l.Ii"<. NUi 
~1,"rJ("INH ~_l~ 1)i:.i-~Nj,IAN-1 __________________________________________________ _ 

---------------------. --------------------------------------------------_. 
~~kl~~ L.t~~l .. _ 0 -lhKi.liJ(~H S ) 

~NV~:SI-,I,~AI-_lN!; '.JNil-(S ______________ 1_;lIN,·kl.)l_ NIJM ________ A~S_(\;N~O ___ _ 

t-lhr-:i::S I CHAr:lTt-~S: ______________________________________________________ _ 

~tNi k,': NA~j~ ____ " ____________________________ ~AYk(.I!._L! _______ Ujbl/·lJI~;.1 

.,.,.* ...,** *~..., *.;0,** ~.~"**** ** '. ",. **** ... ,"' .. _ . ...,*,.;. ****** *** ** ",."" ""'*** * **;. 'I': **** -10: **** *** "" ~~ -.<;~cy. * .. -<c +0- ..... ." .. ~ 
t...:l_IMI1MH\ilN(~ ur-~·.l.i~r..1{ - ~':11J - :;':-i :i.UN_ 1!1;1~~: ________ ilK ___ LN1T.lHI.t"'> _____ ._ 

\'1:1 'A.trY ,::'-4':>' - 1) 1 d:, r:f.LI-::.l.Vt:.O ________ I.Al! U"'l"./r:_~"i i_bA 1 J:\.H~ KI:.,i)I.JJ:r',t-.lJ __ _ 
IJlri,r.L."! ;10'1:- /~:: VIt:M I-I,';!'I-:. f':r_Lt:,IVI:-~J.; ________ I't"rc lir- J_,\jlii:::-:-I i'T~~l ;;10\1 ___ . ________ _ 

lll~ ;-:>r"r\f'1'r tu::t-'·Ul""', I - j)H I·i::. ',1":_1 cr:. I. Ve:D ________ 11:".1:'t'1 1':1:-;:-' J l.~f~t:_J) ______________ "" ____ _ 



EXHIBIT G-ihB RESPONSES TO TELETYPE NOTIFICATIONS 1996-1998 



Not 
No Investigation Review Clear 

Month! Total I'nvestigation Threshold Full Monitor OrderediNot Pending From 
Year Notifications Conducted Investigation Investigation Only Completed at Audit File 

Jan-96 28 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Feb-96 22 20 I 0 I 0 0 0 
Mar-96 21 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Apr-96 10 14 4 1 0 0 0 0 
1\Iay-96 30 35 3 0 I 0 n 0 
Jun-96 31 27 3 0 I 0 0 0 
Totals 160 143 13 I 3 0 0 0 

Jan-97 33 21 2 I I 8 0 0 
Feb-97 17 IS 0 0 0 0 0 2 
1\Iar-97 24 12 8 2 0 0 0 2 
Apr-97 29 17 9 3 0 0 0 0 
l\Iay-97 23 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Jun-97 28 17 II 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals: 154 96 39 6 I 8 0 4 

Jan-98 44 13 I. S 0 2 • 2 
Feb-98 42 IS 23 2 0 2 0 0 
l\Iar-98 66 I. 28 8 0 3 9 2 
Apr-98 44 17 17 7 0 2 0 I 
Ma:y-98 58 21 20 3 0 I 10 3 
Jun-98 59 IS 25 2 0 0 13 I 
Totals 313 100 129 27 0 10 3S 9 



EXHIBIT H-FOLICE DEPARTMENT OC SPRAY NOTIFICATION FORM 



, ,~.: 

PHILADELPHIA POllCE DEPARTMENT 
OC SPRAY USAGE REPORT 

[Campi. te ALL pertinent sections; PRINT or TYPE all informationj 
!ill!.!S: lAST NAME FIRST NAME ~ ill!Q!J. DIST .[UNIT PLATOON 

INCIDENT INFORMATIo: i 
1. a) DATE OF INCIDENT: __ _ b) TIME: __ _ AM / PM c) D.C. # _-_-___ _ 

d) NATURE OF ASSIGNMENT/CONTA :T: e) ARRESTCS) (circle): Y 101 

2. e) OC USE (cirete one): INDO IRS OUTDOORS IN VElIlClE b) NUMBER OF SPRAYS ADMINISTERED: 

c:) WEATIIER CONDITIONS (eiret ' all that apply): CLEAR CLautlY \"IINDY RAIN ,",II FOG OTIIER 

'3. a) SUBJECTS sEIIAV!OR/COIiDITIO, AT ENCOUNTER (circle atl that apply): 

CAUl/PASSIVE INTOXI ':ATEO DRUGGED MENTAllY III HOSTilE OTIIER _____ _ 

b) FORCE OR TIIREAl bF FORCE A tAINST OFFICER (circle): ACTIVE RESISTAWCE KICKS/PUNCIIES KNIFE FIREARM OTIIER' ___ _ 

c:) EffECT ON SUBJECT (cirete)' NONE MilD MOOERATE SUBSTANTIAL INCAPACITATING 

d) \.lAS OC EFFECTIVE IN OVERCOHNG FORCE/TIIREAT? (circle): y , 
IF "NO", EXPLAIN SUBSEQUENi' ACTION TAKEN: ________________________ --, ___ _ 

~. e) \.lAS OC USED ON ANIMAL? (ci .ete): Y N IF "YES", ANIMAL TYPE: 

b) ANIMAL BEIIAVIOR (circle): ATTACKING THREATENING c) EFFECTIVE (circle)! Y N 

1'REATMENTIDECONTAMINATION INFORMATION 

~. INJURY OTHER TIIAN EFFECTS OF OC CONTAMINATION (Circle): OFFICER: Y N I SUBJECT: Y N 

IF "YES" TO EITHER, DESCRIBE': _________________________________ _ 

2. OFFICER CONTAMINATION EXPERI ',NCED? (c:ircle): SELF: Y H I sACK·UP: Y N I TRANSPORTING: Y N 

IF "YES", 'DESCRIBE 110l0I, \.IHAT EFFECTS EXPERIENCED: 

3. SUBJECT FIRST AID/MEDICAL E"I'lLUATlON ADMINISTERED (circle): ACCEPTED REFUSED 

a) FACILITY: b) TIME: AM / PM c:) PIIYSICIAN: ________ _ 

d) WAS SUSPECT WEARING tONHCT LENSES? (circle): Y N IF "YES", DESCRIBE ACTION TAKEN: 

, 
SIGNATURE I SUPERVIS )RY REVIEW & ENDORSEMENT_ 

,. ADDITIONAL INFORMATlON/CDMME inS: 

2. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE: CATE PREPARED: 

3. REVIEIlED BY SUPERVISOR: SIGHTURE: PAYROLL # ____ _ 

DATE REVIEWED: _________ _ 

4'0. lAO NOTIFIED: GENERAL # 

s. COMMANOING OFFICER'S SIGNATUH.: ___________ _ DATE: ___ _ 

6. RECEIVED BY FTU DATE: PAYI<OlL # ____ _ 

W.tl COMPLETED FORMS TO COMMAND I :~G OFFICER. FIREARM.S TRAINING UNIT. POLICE ACADEMY WITHIN 5 DAYS ,oF OC SPRAY USAGE 
UVISED 9·95 



EXHIBIT I-SiMPLE DIRECTIVE 22 MEMORANDA 

, 



Memorandulll Police 

To 

From 

Commandil!g Officer._ 

Sgt 

City 
Date: 

Subject :USE OF BLi'''''''''''~'''''!d 

l.On Sat. 915118 Pia _truck a defendend one time with his blackjack 
on the shoull :ler. This mwe was struggling with police and had been sprayed 
with pepper ,:pray which had no effeft on him. 

2.As a result (fan investgation by my selfand P/O.supervisor we both 
agreed that l11e officer used his blackjack in accordance with Directive #22. 

3.P/~h ,mId continue to receive training from his supervisor on 
Directive #22 which covers the use of verbal persuasion, verbal warnings, 
presence am assistance of additional officers. hands on techniques" learned 
control hold :" prior to using his baton or blackjack. 



7~······ 
i 

IIORANDUM 
POLlCE 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

DATE: .. 

: Commandmg Officer ,II_District 

RO~l Sgt _District. 2·Platoon 

-SUBJECT: USEOFBLACKJA:~ 

• 

--- . 

I. On 01-01-98, at :1:55am, on the & • of GermantO\\11 Ave, while working the 12x8am 
tour of duty as •• EPW, PIO and PIO observed a 19$6 
Pontiac operatin:;~ in a reckless manner. TIle police officers stopped the vehicle and'the . 
operator, years old of S1. immediately exited the 
vehicle and the officers. asked tbe operator to get 
back in the car a Id he would not comply. Both exited the vehicle and escorted the 
defendant back t:) his vehicle and told him to put his hands on tbe trunk of his car. TIle 
male pushed bo~ 11 officers and started to hit and kick them. P/~caUed for additional 
back-up while I IOa.continued to struggle lNith the male. Both officers preceded by 
taking out tlleir blackjacks and bitting the.defendant on his upper torso and as a result the 
defendant was l.it in the bead by .-. The defendant received injuries 
to the back ofl1 liS head and was then transponed to Gennantown Hospital for treatment. 
TIle defendant I eceived several stitches to the back of his head and was later transported 
to tht4lll' Dis! rict for processing. 

2. After conductil g an investigation it was detennined that the Officers were in compliance 
\\;th Directive 1':22· "Use of8aton and Blackjacks". 

7 7 
2 Platoon 

J 

• a 

--'--"-- -- --.- "~",",o,, .. , ... ,,·. ".,,~_ ••• ~_,. ____ ., n, ,~ .. -, .... ~ 



/,' 
~~ MEMORANDUM 

: Commanding Officer t ~ district 

FROM : Sergeant 

- SUBJECT 'USE OF BLACKJACKS r~OISTRICT PERSONNEL: 

1. On at 2"QOhrs district officers • 
7 7 ; F & 7 re~:ponded to RIC Disturbance The officers were ar:signed to EPW#~ i;,:u~n~i~f~o~r~m~.~;~i;"~~~~Officers g stated were met by com!,ll: _ h/f 
to the officers that she wanted the 
res: sameJto be removed from the house. She of 
her daughter and that' she kicked him out of the house 3 weeks ago. . 
In the of the. officers I ... tried to. grab the co'!'pl. ~t which. time 
the : to l.ntervene. "was yelbng' and "act1-ng hl.gh" • • I 
punched il"l his chest and then threw • 7 onto a glass table and 
punched . timesin his face. Pol E stepRed in to restrain 
and was punched by £ The officers together subdued by using their 
blackjacks. "It was struckseveral times in his arms, torso and legs. 

2. _",oas taken t') Parkview Hosp and treated and released by Or •• ' . 
•• ptreceived 5 :>titches on the right side of his face. He had a small cut 
oeer his left ey:! lid, bruises or. his left and right hand.He had a bandage 
on his rt. hand. The defendant was personally viewed by Sgt in the 
block, but he wa~; asleep and could not be stirred. 

3. The officers die not receive treatment for 
complained of bc;'ck pain and Pol _ had 
was plainly seer. 

' •• S7 any 1nJuries. However Po~<2 
an injured rt. hand. Swelling 

cell 

4. a was arrest! d and charged with agg. asslt, simple asslt .• Terr Threats, 
disorderly cond\lct, resist arrest etc. Oet ............ assl'). 
Refer to· :il ••••••• 

5. The undersigned concur in the op1n1on that the use of force employed on AI 2 
was justified a ',d in accordance with Police policy • 

• 

, ..... O .. G ..... NO 

, \,.. 

1/ 
\ ;: 
, , 



I' 'I f 1 (~ L 
0.:.: ... "' v g,... ~H I """"I:un .... H S A 

1)#"1'''"'_ 

Commanding Offi('I:~r, .police Distr!d: 

• Lt. 
Sgt. 

On _ ':0/0 ~.'a5 workino wi.t~· 
his part.m·'I, f~/O gned to 7· 
At apprQxiffl~Lely 713~ P.M. re5p~r·\clad to ~ burglary 
call at _ at .. tatQs while 
seal"ching thr." be.!lament of hIP 
obserV£1d d Ihll.a hiding in the cornldr --ba~ement. 
P/O _ ordered thi. male out. .:Jf the darkE!-n 
corner ,-'f tha baA.mant. The male .=.t.pproached the 
of f i cer ~ .• ho:,] eli n; what appeared to bc~ d '1;crewdr i ver in 
his hanel. 1hf! officers ordered thl~ m.J.l~ t.:;. drop uh.t hA 
wa.s h,:.lfHnn. The male refused to drop it and rushed &t 
the p.;d i ':e. PIC atruck til!'"! m,~le once with 
his bla.d" .. j"'c k and WAit able to a.rr£!st thE' male .... T

iilil
' 

defendtlnt Wd. idanti f ted as 
The defendant was·, t. 

Jc'seph',= I'k,~'pital and treated by D.: • .:i:(lr The 
defend .... rlt n"':pivl!d five stitches t~) Iti" f.:.rehead and wag 
rele~~~~j. "Il~ officers did not vi,~l~t~ dny Police 
Departrnunt l~jrectives. 

ectiva Divi.1on 



POLICE 

~EMORANDUM' CITY' OF PHILAOELPHI 

O .... TE , 
Commanding effic :!r, 

~ROM sgt. Detective Division 

-'BJEC"!': USE OF BLACKJACK ,; BY" DISTRICT OFFICERS: 

1. On • 340PM, Pol. 

3 • 

of", .,h d 
marked vehic :2 when they arrived 

the defendant: 
involved in a drug trans 

arres ,and a struggle ensued. 
attempt e the officer. 9 
and41~~-=;~'~5 face bit the ground. 
but _ Pol :_ was on the scene to 

above the right eye causing 
Both officers used their blackjacks 
him on his legs and arms • 

.... ~.was aIrested for assault 
as the officers recovered white 

7 'I Det 

uniform and 
that 

~-.. attempted to 

I . . was tcken to Parkview hasp. and treated and released by Dc. 
• The cfficers did not require medical attention, but 

Pol 7 ." rt. eye was photographed by the Ident Uni t. 

4. Sgt { • c,nd Det M vieW"ed in the_ dist. 
cell block .• 1 7 had 5 stitches to hii right ear. He also 
had bruises iLnd scrape marks On his face, consistent with 
his head str' king the ground. 

5. The undersig:ted concur in their opinion that the officers ·..rere 
justified in the use of force against GARCIA. 

-n.$., (1t ••. 3 S9) ":S$>ON$IE. '1'0 '1' .. ,$ MEMORA.NDUM ...... BIE. ...... OIE. ...... EON 'N '-o .. G ...... O 



POLICE 

MEMORANDUM CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

DATE: 
TO Commanding Off ,:er_district 

FROM Lt. .. ' ...... IS ••••• District. Two Platoon 

SUBJECT : INVESIIGAIIC .1i' DLSE,:QEl!l.oA!:KJ:ACK:I~_ 

1. On i 2 3nlm, Pol. District, 
while in ~he of arresting 5, 

for burglary and related offenses, did 
defendant by the use of his city own~d 
,.::~~:~~~. was conducted by Lt. i 'r 2-C and Sgt., 

tective Division, 2-A. 

2. A review of tt Ie 75-49 by the defendant did 
forcefully entt f the premises St. Upon the arrival 

of Police, the 6efendant did assault while fleeing the 
scene to avoid :ipprehegsion. The defendant assaulted three Police 

.O.ff.ic.e.rs .. befafe Pol. _ thad any contact with the defendant. Pol. 
• attemp ed to place the defendant under arrest 
in the face disl :Jdging his . '.!:("... struck the 
defendant sevel:al times pepper mace to 
subdue the Jef mdant. It took subdue the defendant 
_hew~s.~by weofb~~ 
spray. 

3. A review of P )lice Procedural Directive#" 22 by both Lt 7 and 
Sgt ~ haws Pol acted prcperly and within the guidelines 
of Police Dep lrtment Policy set forth in Directive 22. -Pol was 
at the time au :~mpting to apprehended a burglary suspect who did assault 
several police officers before being placed into custody. It is clear by this 
defendants ac ions that he was intent on avoiding apprehension at all costs. 

5 PQ ;;'--7" 
7 =. a 2 
Lieutenant ·."10 .. 2 )istrict, Two Platoon 

't' 
3 

OFFICE1l, 

f 

RESPONSE TO THIS MEMORANDUM MAY BE MADE HEREON IN LONGHAND. 



------ ---~. 

- SUBJECT 

RANDUNi 
comnandill9 Offic.,,'" District 

Sgt •• 2-II1II2--11_-- 12 Platoon 

USE OF IA~/BLA(,:KJ'ACK 

POLICE 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

DATE ...... 

1. On ., plo , assigned to RPCI did obBerved a BIM 
carrying 4 bnxes of bullets at 7th and Race Streets at 12:S5aat. P/OO."£!!I1!t 
was aware of Theft from Auto incident ~t the night before at D.E.A. 
lot where am' '0 was taken. 

2. PIO <lid atteapt to stop this male, he ~ in the jaw and 
continued to fight and did swing hands and feet at officer. 

3. At this point plo did use his blackjack to effect the arrest. This 
action was within the guidelines of Qirective '22. 

4. Defenc!ant: •••••••••••••••••••••••• - 5 1 7, 1351bs. 

5.. Defendant wal transport2d to Allegheny Hospital ~ ... I'I •••• ' minor injuries t:) h~ad_ ..... 1. -
.'?~~7 ~~;~?E 

\ 
\ ,.!-:: 
I 

, ~t , ?j-
~ t' " 

, ............ ___ .... e-•• ""_ ••. _ .••. 



roILICE UM CITY OF PHILAOEL1='HIA 

OATE 

In j Offi:er's and ••••• were involved 
with the arrest of a male in a stolen auto. :!his male vith 
the officers and as '. result of this struggle .....:injured . 
- """ struck the d ,ofendant 2 or 3 t:iJIes in the legs her black- ."; 
jack. 

use of the 
Officer 

been 100 fraa 

injured his _ .men he crashed his stolen vehicle 
There were no known injuries to the defendant fraa the 

an in"~ to her foot and hard, and has 
~-;;:'tivat<!d Qj 7 .. 



• POL ~ C E 
CITY OF P~ILADELPHIA 

DATE: a 

~o :Commanding Offi.=er, Internal Affairs Division 

__ FROM :Commanding Offi,:::er, 

St. 
]F.~~1!ii~~[~~~~~~~~L1~' e!utl~!lt~-the arres t of I 

Agg Assault of Police, 
Police. The defendant was 
short vehicle pursuit. 

2. While effecl',ing this arrest, the defendant struggled and 
fought with officers. During' this struggle the male was 
taken to th.!~ ground and did gr3.b Lieutenant 
nightstick Hith both hands and attempt to take it from him. 
The Lieutenfl.nt retained. control of his nightstick and as the 
defendant continued to struggle with him the Lieutenant did 
fall over the defendant and strike him with his nightstick in 
the area of his head and neck. 

3. The defendaut was transported to Episcopal Hospital for 
medical treatment. The nature of the injury was a cut over 
the defendants left eye. The defendant was treated and 
released~ 

4. Thank you f,)r your consideration in this matter. 

Memo/UFLTl.OSa. 



POLlet: 

ME1'rJORANDUM CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

DATE:" 
TO Conunanding Offie e'" District 

Sgr •••• II~ District 

A)'oint invesri :tation \'"as conducted b .... Detective .,anldi.isi~tl ~~~~~ 
District in relerence to an im,id~m \\hich occurred onG i to 
use his black, ack to subdue a suspect. The facts of the incident are OUllUneabe!I)W: 

.., 4 x 12 tour ofduiY assigned 10.-. at about 7:45pm. 
and PiO \\ hile on patrol in the area of 

the officers obser,:ed a male (later identifi.ed as illllII"~'" 
2t:H/~1) pla~::e a into his waistband. This maleJooked in the direction of the 
officers and I an north at . in As the male was running he threw a 
weapon .351 Magnum to the ground. cornered this male in the rear yard of 
~i!iiiiiiiij;'ltt. and attempted to place this mto custody. This male started 
fighting with the officer. P/O truck the male three times in the body with his 
blackjack. tr ,ring to gain control of the resisting suspect. One of these blows may have 
struck the di fendant in the back of the head. Additional officers arrived on the scene 
and this mal,~: was placed under arrest. 

3. a was transported to Episcopal Hospital where he was treated by Dr . 
. ar a laceration to the back of the head. 

4. This in .... estig, tion reveals that the force usedpby Pia F n this incident was justified 
and in comf-Hance v.i.th Directive 22. P/O p. l.lsed only that amount of force which 
was necess~ I)' to overcome the resistance being offered by the defendant to make a 
lav.-ful arres . 

.. 
IFW 

82·S·1 (Rev. 3/59) RESPONSE TO THIS MEMORANOUM MAY BE MADE HEREON IN LONGHAND 
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'-:~,~i: UCE .. '.. ".po 
CITY OF PlnLADELPHlA 

DATE: 

M 

: Commanc!in8 Offi ~ District 

:Sgt I ·2C 

JRJECT: USE OF BATON BLACKJACK 

:p, 

through the use 
cooperate with the Office.1'$ 

RPC .... /~ona 
During the vehicle investi-

and boisterous. The Officers 
The clef. continued to 

pm . h informed 
was placing him under arrest for Conduct - at this time 

place the defendant 

use of force to gain 
and attempted to strik;;e~:~~~~ 

injury to hims: employing his blacIgack and attempting to strike the -~ 
the right colla bone when the def. turned suddenly resulting in his being struck on the 
back side ofh shead. 

/ 2. P;~~!~~r:~;~~~~"~ to arrest the defendant through the use of verbalization the 
e obey verbal commands. The Officer attempted to utilize firm grip 

when the def. raised his level of resistance by attempting to strike 
,,,,ho then attempted to strike the defendant in a defensive posture on the 

3. The use ofBI. ,ckjack was reasonable in that it was used to prevent injury to the Officer 
and gain con1ml of the actively combative defendant. This pain compliance technique 
was authorized by Training Bulletin #1. 

4. When the Pri! 'Dner accepted Police control. the Officer tenninated the use of his Black
jack - (Dir. 2~-1-D). 

5. The Prisoner' ,vas treated at Frankford South Division for his injuries b~ 
• "' II 

6. It is mybelielthat the use of Blackjack was reasonable and within departmental policy 
m that It was used to gain control of an actively resisting prisoner after he had 
attemp~ed to ~itrike the Officer. once the Officer had gained control of the prisoner and 
have him ace l:Pt arrest the objective was reached the use of Blackjack was terminated. 

• 
7. I.A.B. me!isare sent - Ceni I • - Receip £ • 

Pi Cd 

82-5-1 (ReI!. 3159) IlESPONSE TO THIS MEMORANDUM MAY BE MADE HEREON IN LONGHAND 


